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ENGLISIH AND SPANISH.

Periódico Liberal e Independiente, Del Pueblo, Para el Pueblo, y por el Pueblo.
Educación,,
Bond - Gusdorf - McCarthy Co. jjjE!!con JU3ces 2 Paz!!
ACABAMOS de

Por educación kíie entenderse
la cultura de nn Ber con arreglo &
Definitivamente, en ésta semana, abrió sus puertas al público con! Kn ésta semana, hemos dejado
u destino.
toda su nueva expansión v mejoras, quu por los últimos seia nieges ha l''0
nuestro taller de impren.
La educación es para todoa una sido objeto la importantísima tienda
10.000
blancos de fórmulas leCo.
det
.
y elevación de la esta plaza.
mayor extens-iógales para jueces de paz, muy
vida, un perfeccionamiento do las j El decorado del nuevo establecimiento, es sin
para las diferentes oficinas de
ule-lo
I
ninguna duda de
cnalkladea inherentes á su rojia jor que aquí se ha visto, aí por lo artístico, como por lo delicado de Jueces de Paz y marcadas ya con
aaturaleza, nn progreso obtenido jos iranajos y la expansion dtil establecimiento, que no vacilaremos en el nombre del condado do Taoa.
norias influencias exteriores.
aiirmar hoy, pueden competir con los mejores establecimientos de
Por la suma de cn pkbo pueden
La educación es una necetidady Nuevo México.
Kl establecimiento consta de dos pisos y todo está adquirir toda clase do blancos que
un derecho que bo satinfacen pasan dividido en secciones.
necesiten durante sn termino de
fases
individuo
el
progresi
por
4o
Al lfido poniente se halla la sección de comestibles y al oriéntela dos áfloH,.y, por la suma de pos
pesos se les da un "lote" contenivas, desenvolviendo bus aptitudes, sección de mercería y zapatería.
Kl segundo piso está dedicado á la secdón de sastrería y confeccio
Aprovechando tiss divers.ucdisposi
endo 25 blancos de cada clase y
lonea naturales y sentimientos de nes para tefioras y señoritas.
150 carteras y 150 encabezados de
tracción y repulsion.
Ll capital invertido en mercancías, amonta á la importante suma de cartas, con su nombre, para su co
métalo más raciyal de f 50,090 y este, pertenece á la corporación Pond
rrespondencia
educación consiste en fomentar l o. Ll edtiicio jiertenecM al lion. A. Gusdorf, predecesor de la casa.
llagan eua pedidos presto ó bien
la
vida
requiere
que
las cualidades
Las diferentes secciones m ven repletas de mercancías; notándose cuando vengan a ta Córta de Disíoeial, yen reprimir, en extirpar, elegantes surtidos de ropas de verano última novedad y procedente de trito, no se Ies
una
es posible, las condiciones que las manufacturas del norte do los Estados Unidos; en la sección de
visita.
engendran
inclinaciones malévolas,
se nota el más extenso y completo surtido de efectos tropio
l,fc Sra .usie Sumner "le Brcmoud
que perpetúan en egoísmo bajo sus cales y del país con un departamento especial, que contiene cienos de
15 1902, "5fo he
riminales formas de odio, sober- sacos de harina flor, chorizos y otros efectos de consumo diario; nóte- Tesr,
liando
d" Bullan
el
Nevudo
linimento
bia, envidia, venganza, etc.
se además extensas secciones de ferretería, carruajería, y guarniciones.
Las aptitudes mas acentuadas in extemta zapatería para caballeros y señoras, sombrerería, camise nn mi familia hor tren eíiiw. Yo oí po
i etarin el en la casa. Yo lo hf
dfenn la vocación y anunciai! la mi ría, perfumería, bisutería, guantería, joyería, relojería, mueblería, efecusado pii mi niíis para o! aumento do
don á que tnda uno está llamado. tos de escritorio, losa, cristal y porcelana, y efectos de piel.
arictioiiHs y di lore n sin rodillas y
Sobre la base déla cultura
Los dependientes cajeros que se hallan atendiendo al despacho en i euro inmediatamente. Taraliinn la
de las facultades individuales, la3 diferentes secciones son ocho y cuyos nombres citaremos: Sres. h'i tisrido piira pie helados, con bnpn
deben dibujarse Jas especialidades, Dona ano Córdova, Rechard Oakley, José DesGcorges, Alejandro resnlt'ido. K el mejor linimento que
B 'tellas de a
so pena, de ser exclusivistas.
Vald z. Eduardo Córdova, Sowerdo, Agnew y A. Hoy á cuyo perso vo jamas he usdo.
25
un
centavos
homPKSO.
y
al
JO
Kt Ja educación forma
nal se debe agregar dos de los dnefioi, los señores Gerson Gusdorf y
De venia por A O Mu ,erbre, y el hombre su vez forma la McCsrthy, que también se hallan al despacho de efectos.
sociedad, el ideal subí too de la hu
Kn resumen: la tienda mido 70 piés de ancho por 100 de largo y es
UNA NKCKCIDAD POSITIVA
inanidad sera realizado cuando losj en veiMad, un monumento levantado al comercio, que honra á
Tas. ' tl íhiendo Unido que starrae en c
hombres dejen educarse en el auto cuyos habitantes han recibido muy bien la nueva instalación, ansiosos ina Kr 14 dia a cusa do una piemx
jriiatisnió y la violencia y adquieran emu están de
veramente Hvejiga'ln, yo ol amento
que se establezcan aquí tiendas lujosas como la de los
mayor grado de cultura.
seno
Pond. Gusdorf. McCarthy ( o. á quienes La Revista felicita de-- halle alivio cuando tnibn usado un bo
ti'llnrfet linircffnui itevndo He B'dlard.
La educación es la que debe seanddea buena estrella.
Y" pnedo alegremente recomendarlo
obrar-estprodigio, resol viendo el
orimo la mejor medicina para empo- árduo problema de la eian(3t;aci-ó- a
NOTICE VV PUBLICATION
yus que jamas se ha mandado a! ufl- iLocal y Personal,
económica,
Teuritory Of New Mexioo ) jido.
FJ hon. Silviano Lucero, Alirua- County of Taos.
j
Ahora m ha hecho una necesidnd
Josei'a Kael de Vinl 1
No. 7(57. positiva en mi"
cil aiayor, visitó la plaza ayer.
-
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recibir
otro Wagon de ferrocarril,

llenos de efectos de Stude-bakeque consiste dp: Tht
r,

Carros para la sierra, carruajes do dos asientos, Buckboards, carruajes
de cuatro sopandas, Diamond, propios para sierra, Buggies con cachu-ch- a
y Buggies sin cachucha.

"FINI Verdad cualquier cosa en la lineado
culos que se pueden necesitaren este pais.

üusdorf-McCarthy
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Catástrofe en

Holbrootf, Arizona.
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r. A, S. Barney, passanger
j
Rafael Vigil
llolbrook, Mayo o. liase despo agnjit del Denver and Rio Grande
In the District Court of th First
blado la jdaza de iíolbrook. Al izo en fan ta Fé, procedente del liío Judicial-Districof New Mexico
na. Cuarenta f uniones llevaron ú AiTiba, visitó nuestra plaza ayer. for the
County of Tao3.
la gente con sus haberes hasta Azagradecemos á Mr. Barney la
The said defendant Rafael Vitec.
vi ata en nuestro despacho.
gil hereby notified that a compLa atarjea de Green, situada 44)
Don Inocencio Valdéz Jr. de és- laint has been filed against him in
millas al sur de la do ót. Johns-ethe District Court for the County
ta, ímrtió para Peñasco, este Con.
rompió el martes en la tarde.
of
Taos, Territory aforesaid, that
El desborde fue causa de que se da J. el jueves. El sefior Valdéz
being the Court in which said case
á
rompieran también las atarjeas de fuó tomar posesión como cajero is pending, by said plantiíf Josefa
Bt. Jolina y otras do?. Todo el vo- y tañedor de libros del importante Kael de
Vigil the general object
de ese lugar, del señor
lumen do agua junto ha waisado coi
of said action being for an absoluenorme desvataeión en todo el va- lia ion Sánchez.
te divorce, on the ground of cruellla del CoIonul.
n Súieeio Cisneros del Prado ty, desertion and
abandonment.
Dícese que la plaza de Winslow de '.".os, partió hoy para su ran-diPlaintiff prays that the said defen.
estuyo en peligro grave.
Aurora, K. Mex con el da nt be restrained and enjoined
La mitad de la plaza de St. Johns profídto de ir á atender sus
from in any way, interfering with
fue destruida y alastrada jor la co
her, and for her costs in this berriento. En St. Johns se ahogó
El hon. Pedro S.ínchez de ésta, half expended, as will.more folly
un hombre, mas no se han recibido
ha permanecido en el lecho del do- apiiear by reference to the comotros detalles de pérdidas de vilas
lor víctima de la giippe, durante plaint filed in said cause. And
Otra plaza aniquilada fue Wood
that unless you enter your appelas don últimas semanas.
roll, y todas las placitas entre Win
arance in said cause on or before
elow y St. Joiins por una distancia
Mafiana deben de llegará ésta, los the 10th., day of June. 1903, judg
de 75 millas quedaron enterauien-t- íniemhroa qne forman la Corte de ment will be rendered against you
destruidas. Y á la vez se ahoga- éfte distrito judicial, cuya córte in said cause by default.
ron centenares de reses.
abrirá sus sesiones el Lunes. La.
In Witness Whereof, I have
Fuerte Apache quedó euteranien llevisja pondrá al corriente á sus hereunto set my hand and seal of
lectores, los procedimientos de la said Court at Santa Fe, New Met aislado.
Ilolbrook, Mayo 3. De 250
misma.
xico, this 22nd. day of April A. D.
de la población en este lugar
Durante el Carnaval y exhibi- 1905.
penas quedas tres con motivo del ción do la Monahch Amcskmewt
A. M. Bergere,
rompí miento de la presa arriba y
Clerk.
Company, que tendrá lugar en San-tfcl desborde de laa aguas a lo largo
(Seal)
Fó del 15 hasta el 21 Je este
del rio.
mes de Mayo, el ferrocarril Den-ve- r
Es la calamidad mas grande que
y Río Grande vendará billetes MODO DE BKTKMKIt LA VKJKZ
ae ha visto en este valle en mude Servilleta y toda3 las demás esEl modo que d& mejor éxito para
chos afios.
taciones entre Servilleta y Santa Fé, deteuer la vtjp5 es el de iiihu tenor
a precios de ida por el viajo redon-do- . una digestión vigoroza. Kilo sólo se
aijuet alimenTodos los billetes son buenos nuede lograr
CURE THa LUNCS
to
para
ocupación de
propio
edad
la
y
para bol ver per dos días después de
uno, y cuando b párese
algún desaW,TH
la fecha en que pean vendidos.
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VEHICULOS Y GUARNICIONES

Síuddbaker
pura dnclr tanln. I.a práctica bá demostrado one nd
tanto 4 loi cllnntoa como 1" productes (le la flibriott ilx Bimlotwkcr.
kíi construyen eTi honrad! jr per-- '.
in que illi;araoi A Ud. ñire
Eí no hay
hecho Uil. mi cloecirtn de en tro ellut. no retir XJd. mu rucho y
lo
n
e la clIoDtfla one queremos
natlsfecho con I comnr.i lipcba.
los proUuctoi de 8tudeber.
uuoitro establecimiento moreanill. Por eso
jl
A
yuáeroo
lo
qn
buteario.
Necesita Ud. Blzo? Pfrmltotio
I
N. M;
no fawilt

atH-fa-
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TA05 TRADING CO., TAOS,

i

ttbrlca de Btudebn&fr no temo marcar mu mercnnnlM eon el nombre
Mot."Sludobaker"
v li ilaca con osé nombro o la tnojnr garantía de que ha
ailqitirido ul. un vmcuio an vumiaaoro iuo.im y Tmor.
Tj
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Usted no arriesga nada al comPorque?
prar un STUDEBAKERj
Porque ellos han sido experimentados y probados en Nuevo Mexico por
años y todos saben que son los mejores que puede producir
nuestro mercado.
Damos términos libéralo en carrtft, Buggies,J Maquinas' de coser y
maquinaria de rancho,
mucho-- i

.
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Ta,

Taos Trading Co.
Taos,flNew Mexico.

Mmico.

N.--

Afmta riza y curta I pelo al
Europeo, con pran esmero y si
met-trl- a
y tifie el pelo al color natutal
que se desea
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TA03.

Julian A. Martinez
-

Arroyo Hondo,

N. M.

-

& Go.

Kewex.

OFRECEMOS a los residentes de Arrroyo Hondo y flu
ontornos un gran 'surtido en ropajdetodas clases que he
nos recibido para. gestación Jde VERANO. Todo ultím.
novedad.
J
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WHISKIES
da $3 a $ 6 el Galon.
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lUMPlt A.VOS cutnill y Halviut y BfeeW
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VINOS
de $1.25 a $4.50 el Galon
Efeotos enbotellados
en Proporción.
DESEMBARAZADO PARA
ENTRAR EN ACCION.
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Julian A. Martinez Co.,

A

rroyw?Woiii.

W. W,

Cuando el cuerpo está desembara
zndo para la scción, por medio de las
Nuevas Pildoras de Vida del Dr. King,
lo puede uno distinguir por la frescuSeco,
ra de la s iliii que se dibuja en los carrillos; la brillantez de los ojos, la firmeza de la carne y de los muslos; la ARROYO SECO,
vivacidad de la mente. Pruébenlas- Ventidos, ladíanillua, Zapatos etc. para la estación do 1NV1EHNO
25a en todas las Boticas.
PRIMAVERA.

Sanchez & Co.

N.M.

Arroyo

Ófiecemos a los xecid.e2D.te3 do
u.n gran su.rticio de ropq

Atención.

t

Kcolblmog toda. Isa scmnriug,
nu ovo surtidos en ofootoR ge- coa y dbur rotes. Corn p muios
cueros y salens y efectos del

"

palo.
Ofertas cerradas se recibirán
á
hasta el día 1ro. de Julio, 1905,
arato.
por 50,000 adobes 8x16, entrega-do- s
Z & (O.
ARJ
ANCHE
HCO, N. M.
en uii corral uo más tarde que
el día 1ro. de Octubre 1905.
También ofertas para tirar mi
rreglo en el esiómoga tómese una rió
casa de comercio y remopresente
'
sis lie las I'nstilldS de CkntnherlaiD
la
ver
tierra
madera.
y
BRANSON
el
para
Kstóranjoy ti Ulgi1o fmra co
Lawyer
Las ofertas se abrirán el di'a 5
ONSUKPTION
Prlrt
rregirlo. Si usted tiene uo estómago
ACCOMMODATIONS
E0c&$1.00
CU&!!3and
FOH
ó padece de indigeotién, Imitara de Julio 1903.
déliil
Fres T:ft!. a
0LD3
Prompt attention to all businrf
i;
R
Diríjanse á A. G. Huller, Taos, j
que otas pastiüus son extictarju'ute
tUl
AND COMMODIOUS SAMPLE ROOMS FOR
ureet ana (Inicien Ciure
LARGE
intrustec4 to my care.
quo UHtfrd n"iesita.
N. M.
XllO'JB- j
THllOAl' and
TRAVELING MEN.
Y BACiL.
LE3, or VIO
De vteta por todos es boticarios.
TAOSM, M.
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LA REVISTA DE TAOS

El"

AND TAOS CRESSET
JOSE MOXTANER,

Editor and Prop.

Uncle Russell Sage nas recovered
from his severe Illness. But it was
terribly expensive.
And now George Meredith has indited an ode to the czar. It never
rains but it pours.

Another reason for the popularity

ef the short skirt is the necessity it
Involves of wearing

$7

shoes.

A Chicago "university professor succeeds Dr. Osier at Johns Hopkins. So
the fun may not be all over yet.

Says Dr. Fattoii, "Language Is
thought's pottery." And the doctor
eeems to have a good glaze on it, too.
Widows are said to live longer than
any other human beings, but you
wouldn't think it when they tell their
ages.

a

Pennsylvania court has decided
that "a man is master in his own
home." He is legally entitled to feel
way.

that

That. New Jersey preacher who
eloped because "he was short in his
cash," could hardly have been long on
religion, either.".
New York, has a man without;, any
brains. He Hight to. shine brilliantly
at the monkey dinners and other functions of the 4gd
The Eastern marl who tried to force
mule to drink, twith disastrous results, has evidently never spent much
;
time in the south.

m

A Chicago college professor thinks
that students should do their studying

at night. When does he expect them
to

do

their mischief?

Kyrle Bellew says actors are born
and not made. It is palDful to think
that all the persons who are trying to
act were born that way.'

SUMMARY

MEXICO

Indian School Improvements.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the United States Indian Industrial
School is very busy these days, although the pupils at the school have
a ten days' vacation. The time is being put in by them in planting three
hundred young trees, shade and fruit,
in various sections of the extensive
grounds of the school; they are also
planting the flower gardens, which are
large. It keeps them quite busy, but
is to them a vacation from the school
room, which they more or less enjoy.
The vegetable gardens will be taken in
hand about the 1st of May and will be
tilled and looked after by some of the
older pupils.
The lawns in front of the officers'
quarters and cottages aro very beauti
ful this year as so far there has been
an abundance of water, which, it is believed, will keep up during the year.
Three new cottages for quarters for
employes were built during the fall
and winter and are now about ready
for occupancy. The labor was done by
Indian boys under the control and supervision of skilled mechanics.
Superintendent Crandall is expecting
that the plans for the new girls' home
will arrive from Washington shortly.
These plans are about perfected and,
as soon as this is done, bids for con
struction of the new building will be
called for.
The new building will be modeled
after the Chemawa girls' home at
near Salem, Oregon. The design is beautiful and all modern improvements will be had in the building. The appropriation made by the
Fifty-eightCongress for this purpose is $25,000. The building is intended to comfortably provide quarters for: 150 Indian girls. The complement of buildings at the school is
nearly completed and all that, is needed
to make it so is a .building containing
a new
a large dining hall,
science hall, the dining hall to be on
the ground floor and the upper story
tob'e used for a science hall.
An appropriation for this building
Superintendent Crandall expects to
secure during the first session of the
Fifty-nintCongress through the efforts of Delegate W. H. Andrews, who
has promised to make it his particular
business to secure the needed appropriation for this purpose for the school
here.
Che-maw- a,

h

Pinos Altos Railroad.
does cheerWork was commenced Monday on a
expected of narrow-gaugrailroad to run from Silthat a heap ver City to Pinos Altos and to be prinhim.
cipally used for the transportation of
ore and freight to the mines of the
A Pennsylvania truck farmer lb go- Comanche Mining and Snielthig Coming- to plant 25,000 cabbages, so that pany, although one passenger coach
all will not be lost, even if the Con- will be provided for the convenience
of those persons who have business at
necticut tobacco crop falls short
the mine and desire to ro there. Manager C. J. Laughren of the company
A dispatch says a hostler was has just returned from the East, where
kicked by a horse he had been groom- he purchased two Shay locomotives
ing for nearly two years. Probably which have already arrived at Denver, and will be shipped from that city
the horse got tired and nervous.
Immediately. The road will be comOne of Boston's fair girl authors Is pleted by the first ofof July. railroad be,
The construction
this
nwr, vn.inVi
!,
uium tween Silver City and Pinos Altos, a
luo vlííliHJU Lilac men
more beautiful than women. What a distance of nine miles, has been conmother-in-lathat woman would templated for some time, and espemake!
cially since the company has pur
chased the Hearst properties, which inThe fashion editor says the wedding clude! the principal holdings in the
gown has one great advantage over all Pinos Altos district. The company has
other costumes. This must be that it secured all the franchises and rights
Pinos Altos
generally doesn't have, to be bought held by the old Silver City,
and Mogollón Railroad Company, orbut once' '
ganized a number of years ago, including
and partially comwoman
be pleted grade between Silver City and
Will that Philadelphia
good enough to explain how a man Pinos Altos. Santa Fe New Mexican.
can osculate a la Nethersole without
of the party
the hearty
Artesian District Supervisor.
of the second part?
W. A. Wilson, who was recently aps
pointed by Acting Governor J. W.
Cadets at West Point and Annwpolis
as supervisor of the artesian disIt may not trict, composed of. the counties of
are to be taught
do them much good in war, but per- Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt, will have
haps it will enable them to Improve the following duties to perform:
First, to require all owners of artheir football records.
tesian wells to pay an annual license
looting the tendency of the British of $5.
Second, to require all owners of arnobility, King Alfonso of Spain rath- tesian
wells to file a statement in the
er thinks he will look to this country probate clerk's office giving the date
to
a
seems
be
Alfonso
a
bride.
for
their well was drilled, its capacity and
bit of an Anglomanlac.
the purpose for which its water is
used.
Third, to Inspect every artesian well
Admiral Lord Charles Beresford
thinks the lust of the world's great immediately and prosecute those who
He evidently have not capped their wells.
wars is being fought.
Fourth, to take the measurement of
forgets that there ia to be a bl& fight
flow of every well once In every
the
year.
pennant
thi
for the
three months.
Fifth, to specify the sort of casing
One of the great pyramids of Egypt or pipe to be used. Santa Fe New
has been struck by lightning, and by Mexican.
all accitints the lightning got considerably the worst of it. They were no
The Penitentes.
Jerry builders, those ancient EgypAn Albuquerque dispatch of April
tians.
22d says: Sood Friday was observed
by the Penitentes, a religious sect that
Sir Thomas Lipton writes from the practices scouring the body to drive
Indian ocean that he is determined out sin, at Sabinal, a village south of
Good Friday is one
to have one more try for the America this city,
cup. He has money enough. All he of the days on which the Penitentes reneeds U a designer who can make a sort to bodily flagellation. They bare
their bodies to the waist and w'ear
winning yacht.
only white muslin trousers, and after
On thinking It over you mil per- the scourging is over, these are wet
blood. Churches of this kind are
ceive that "the natural actor, Mr. with
in remote parts of New Mexico.
found
none
other
is
Robert Fitzslmmons,"
large
crowd of tourists from this
A
than the accomplished artist who rose city witnessed the ceremonies.
to fame by punching Jim Corbett in
the solar plexus.
Damages by Storm.
dispatch of April
Albuquerque
An
acSixth century scientists were
Rain which has been genquainted with C different kinds of 23d says:
all over New Mexico has been fallmosquitoes. New Jersey people who eral
ing
in
this city for the last twenty-fou- r
of
the survival
f ccept the doctrine ofglad
and shows no signs of ceasing.
hours
they didn't The temperature
the fittest must be
is near the freezing
live in the sixth century.
point and should a freeze occur tonight great damage to early fruit
Mrs. Craigie, the English novelist, would result. Several sheep men who
juries
eays women are unfit to sit on
are in the city report that the rain will
because their nature does not contain be fatal to many lambs, as the lambing
Every man season Is now on. Sheep men are worthe element of justice.
runwho has been caught in wickedness rying considerably. All trains are
by his wife will Indorse Mrs. Craigie's ning behind schedule.
declaration.
Word has been received from Washington that the large area of land
The dlplodocus, concerning which along the
Las Animas and the San
the scientists aro doing a great deal Juan rivers, in San Juan county and
genus
qf
a
as
described
is
talking,
cf
along the Colorado boundary, which
muropod dinosaur characterized by a had been withdrawn from settlement
strong
weak dentition. If it had a
under the irrigation act, has been reientit!3n. they wouldn't dare call it stored to entry upon the recent petition of the Legislative Assembly of
these names.
The man who always
fully everything that Is
him will find pretty soon
of things are expected of
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New Mexico.

Indian Outing Agent.
Charles E. Degenett, outing agent for
the Indians of New Mexico and Arizona, working under the United States
Indian Department, has opened head
quarters in Albuquerque, at the government Indian school, which will be
a permanent feature of the government's Indian policy and which is
unique in the annals of the work done
bv the government for the Indian
tribes of the Southwest.
The office of outing agent is a new
one, and is a part of a broad and com
prehensive plan formed by the Indian
department with a view to making the
southwestern Indians
The duties of the outing agent are
many, but they all tend to the one end
of securing profitable work for the
Indian, work at wnich he will stick,
work which will throw him in contact
with the world of his white brothers
and cause him to- forget the days when
the Eovernment provided him with
food and clothing and a place to sleep.
For some years past it has been the
custom of managers of the beet fields
around Rockv Ford. Colorado, to
come into New Mexico every spring
and secure large numbers of Navajos
and Pueblos to work in the fields during the summer. The Indians have
been found to be the best workmen to
be had for this class of labor. From
time to time large parties of Navajos
and Pueblos have been employed in
railroad construction and track repair, in fact, hundreds of Indians are
now on the pay rolls of the Santa Fe
railroad.
From time to time, however, unscrupulous employment agents have
imposed on the Indian grossly, with
the natural result that many of them
have returned to their pueblos and reservations in deep disgust with the
white man's methods. These things
have all had a part in prompting the
scheme of the Indian Department to
furnish its own' employment agents
for the Indians, who will not only be
in a position to secure thein the most
profitable kinds of labor, but who will
see, at the same time, that their interests are properly protected.
Mr. Dagenett, who last March opened
his headquarters in the local Indian
school, is a graduate of Carlisle, and
has had the advantage of several
years of work among the Indians of
New Mexico and Arizona. Thoroughly
familiar with their habits and ability,
he is in a position to guide them to the
most suitable form of labor and at the
same time to place the employer on the
track of the Indian likely to be best
suited to the kind of work he desires.
Commissioner Leupp of the Indian
Department, speaking of the outing
plan, says: "I do not wish any one to
regard the undertaking as a mere benevolence. I wish it, on the contrary,
put on the plain business basis of so
much money for so much work always, of course, with the fact kept in
mind that the Indian is in certain respects, a child, that a little kindness
and consideration, together with a
scrupulous regard for the fulfillment
of' all contracts as agreed upon, will
start him right and make him all the
more profitable as an agent of production."
Mr. Dagenett will operate in close
connection with the several Indian
agents of the two territories.
New Incorporations.
Incorporation papers filed in the office
of the territorial secretary at Santa
Fe April 17th:
Citizen Publishing Company; incorporators and directors, W. S. Strickler,
Joseph C. Baldridge and Samuel C.
Jackson; capitalization, $100,000; principal place of business, Albuquerque.
Corporation Organization and Management Company of Albuquerque; incorporators and directors, W. S. Strickler Solomon Luna, William H. Greer
and William B.' Childers; capitalization, $10,000.
Independence Gold Mining Company;
incorporators, John Lacaniche, Louighi
Marchino and John Zwergel of Taos
county; William P. Scott, William R.
Powell, Edwin J. Walker, Jr., John E.
Bryant, Howard Powell and Frederick
Powell of Philadelphia; principal place
of business, Red River, Taos county;
capital stock, $1,000,000.
Stubbs Investment Company; Incorporators, George W. Stubbs and C.
Clifford Stubbs of Albuquerque and
John F. Stubbs of Sandoval; capitalization, $24,000; headquarters, Albuquerque.

Boosting Chaves County.
K. S. Woodruff of Chaves county,
who was in the city Saturday on official business, is the first Republican
sheriff that that county has had, and
he is one of the best. To a New Mexican reporter Sheriff Woodruff stated
that, to use his own words, "Chaves
county is inexpressibly prosperous."
The outlook for fruit and crops of all

kinds has not been better for years
g
and the cattlemen expect a
season. Prices are going up
and the cattle have passed through the
winter in good shape, so that '.he available stock for shipment will be high
class and ought to bring the top price.
The new settlers who have been coming into the coui.ty during the past
few months are from the North and
East more than from the South, and
are Republican in politics. At the next
election Sheriff Woodruff says there
will be between 600 and 700 votes cast
by citizens who are now becoming and
who will become residents of Chafes
county before November, 1906. Santa
Fe New Mexican.
record-breakin-

Albuquerque Race Meeting.
Arrangements have been completed
for holding one of the largest race
meetings ever held in the Southwest in
Albuquerque, commencing May 28th
and continuing four days. Two stake
races, with a value of $1,000 each, for
harness horses, and the Albuquerque
will be the
Derby, worth $500 add-ed- ,
main events.
E. A. Estab'rook, George Barnard,
Thomas Stark, S. J. Crabtree and
other prominent horsemen of Colorado,
and Salisbury of New York, have
nominated for the big stakes.
The Daily. Citizen offers $100 for
anyone who will loiter the present
track record of 2:13. The fair grounds
are being improved
accommodate
the entries and the track will be fast.

RESERVE.
Ethnological Research. '
NEW FOREST
The Las Vegas Optic says: "Prof.
Edgar L. Hewett, formerly president Another Large Tract Withdrawn from
of the Normal University, arrived in
Sale In Colorado.
Lbs VpgnH from Washington. D. C,
Denver, April 23. Withdrawal of
this afternoon accompanied by Mrs.
277,630 acres of public land in ColoHewett.
"Mr. and Mrs. Hewett, after a visit rado from all disposal except under
at the home of Mr. and Mr, ,T. G. Me the mineral laws, was ordered April
Nary, will proceed to Santa Fe, which 2Cth by W. A. Richards, commissioner
of the general land office at Washwill be Mr. Hewett's headquarters
during a six months' archaeological ington. The step is preliminary to the
trip. The gentleman is sent out by the setting aside of another big forest rebureau of ethnology to make a full in serve in this state.
Register Charles D. Ford of the Denvestigation and report on the archaeol
ogy of the Jemez plateau. This in ver land office received a wire from
eludes several famous districts, among Commissioner Richards yesterday anthem the famous Pajarito park, the nouncing the action of the general
Rito de Los Frijoles, made known land office relative to the withdrawal
twenty-fivyears ago by Bandeller, the and instructing the register to accept
Abiquiu district, the Jemez district no more filings upon the lands desigand the almost unknown ruins of the nated as follows in Summit,and Eagle
Gallinas bad la,nds southwest of Tierra counties: Townships 4 and 5 of range
79; 3, 4 and 5 of range SO; 2, 3, 4 and
Amarilla."
5 of range SI; 2, 4 and 5 of range 82,
all south and west.
Irrigation Districts.
bulk of this large tract lies in
Acting Governor James W. Raynolds theThe
northeast part of Summit county
irrigation
following
designated
the
has
in Gore mountain range and Blue river
districts for the territory:
country. It extends over into the
Taos,
of
First district, the counties
part of Eagle county, taking
northeast
western half of Rio Arriba, northern in the Lone peak and Piney river
maof Santa Fe, the
country.
are virgin forests on
jor part of Sandoval and a small por- the ranges,There
in the valleys is an
and
tion of McKinley; Colfax, Union, Mora, acreage of the richest
land in the
Torrance, San Miguel, Quay and state.
Guadaloupe and northern half of RooseWhile no reason was given by Comvelt, Second district; Chaves and missioner
Richards for ordering the
Eddy, southern half of Roosevelt, werst-erwithdrawal of this tract, it is believed
halves of Lincoln and Otero; Third to
be merely preliminary to the creadistrict; Dona Ana, Grant, Luna, southtion of an additional forest reserve,
ern part of Socorro and eastern halves which
will be done by President Rooseof Lincoln and Otero, Fourth district;
later by proclamation.
Valencia and Bernallillo, northern So- velt
Eighteen months ago the governcorro and southern McKinley, Fifth
as large a tract
district; San Juan, greater part of Mc- ment set aside about
and LarKinley and eastern Arriba, Sixth dis- of public land in Weld, Grand reserves.
for
forest
imer
counties
trict.
Shortly after the withdrawal, government
inspectors were sent there to asNew Mexico Crop Bulletin.
certain how much of the land had been
The crop bulletin issued April 17th filed upon. Those owning claims either
for New Mexico by the weather bureau sold them back to the government or
says: "The seeeding of wheat, oats received other land in exchange under
and barley continues, the early sown the in lieu act.
coming up to good stands and growing
However, the in lieu act is not oprapidly. Corn planting and gardening erative, having been repealed by Conare well under way, soil conditions be- gress. And those holding lands in the
u
ing perfect. Alfalfa is coming
tract withdrawn yesterday will not be
rapidly and range grasses are molested in their rights. There are
also growing very fast. Considerable seme 5,000,000 acres of public land set
improvement is noted In the condition aide in this state as forest reserves.
of all live stock, although rather severe losses have occurred in the northWill Build Russian Ships.
east counties.
St. Petersburg, April 28. American
Sheep Sanitary superiority over foreign rivals again
The Territorial
Board and the Territorial Cattle Sani- triumphs in the complete success
which has crowned the visit of Charles
tary Board have combined in establishing a bureau of animal industry in M. Schwab to St. Petersburg. Mr.
Schwab's negotiations with the RusRoswell.
sian admiralty have resulted in the
a
The new $10,000 school house at
practical conclusion of an arrangement
will be ready for use at the opening of the school term on September for the construction of a numberof ofa
ships
formidable
4, 1905, and the teachers have been
elected. Professor B. F. Brown of type which probably will startle the
Osceola, Arkansas, will be the prin- world.
Thé details of the construction of
cipal.
vessels remain to be worked out,
Governor M. A. Otero and family re- the
but in addition to those which Will be
turned April 20th from a month's vaca- built in the United States it is quite
tion trip through California and Ari- likely that a yard will be constructed
zona.
Governor Otero declares that
a Baltic port to be manned by Rusall through Arizona he found the same at
sian workmen, but under American
strong opposition to the plan of joining engineering
and mechanical superNew Mexico and Arizona into one state
admiralty is exvision.
Russian
The
as exists in New Mexico.
tremely anxious to utilize the rehabiliOwing to differences among the tation of the navy for the encouragePueblo Indians of Santa Clara, the ment of the ship building industry at
younger element is leaving the pueblo home, in order to eventually render
and Is settling in the vicinity of Santa the country independent . of foreign
Fe. The younger people refuse to yards.
obey the commands of the older men,
The admiralty has accepted Mr.
who ordered them to take part in the Schw'ab's propositions strictly on their
heathenish ceremonies of their ances- merits, he having convinced the autors, which are still being practiced in thorities that he can produce for Rusthe Pueblo, villages although the sia warships vastly superior to anyPueblos are nominally Christian.
thing now afloat or at present proPeat has been discovered on the land jected by any other government. They
vessels of
owned by C. C. Renter, in the Pecos will be monster 16,000-toand of a pevalley about fifteen miles south of enormous horse-powe- r
Roswell. He has a man at work con- culiar type, combining the projectile-resistinpower of the battleship with
structing irrigation ditches, and Instead of using a spade for the work the speed and wide radius of action of
the laborer uses a hay knife and a cruisers. They will be delivered fully
pitch fork, cutting out the blocks of equipped as to armor and ordance.
peat with one tool and lifting them
from the ditch with the other. The
State Contingent Fund.
peat is cut out in chunks weighing
100
April 28. At a meeting of
Denver,
being
each,
is
pounds
and
about
used as fuel by the people in the neigh- the state auditing board the $50,000
contingent fund appropriated by the
borhood.
The United States Geological Sur- Legisldature for the biennial expenses
vey has taken steps to have the black of the state departments was apporsands of the western states examined tioned among the different offices.
This is the apportionment as agreed
for platinum and other rare metals.
Fayette Jones, a
mining upon by the board, and 'each departengineer of Albuquerque, has been put ment will be expected to keep this
In charge of the Investigations in New amount In securing its supplies for the
Mexico, and everything possible will present biennial term: Governor,
secretary of state, $12,000; state
be done to ascertain whether the black
8ands of New Mexico contain any of treasureil $2,000; auditor of state,
Indications are $3,000; attorney general, $3,000; superthese substances.
$4,000;
that these sands contain platinum, to- intendent of public instruction,
paz, garnet, magnetite and several state engineer, $2.400; supreme court,
without reports, $2.000; board of land
other valuable and rare metals.
$3,000; board of horticommissioners,
paCo'ppinger,
a painter and
Samuel
of health, $2,500;
board
$500;
culture,
per hanger and a
character
and correction,
of northern New Mexico, died on the board of charities Inspection,
$700;
night of April 17th at Tierra Amarilla $100; board of stock
$1,000; bureau
as the result, of a blow dealt him by board of equalization,protection,
$100;
Jose Ignacio Romera with a scantling. of child and animal
boiler inspecThis was the finding of the coroner's buteau of mines, $1,500;
jury. The tragedy was the outcome of tor, $500; coal mine inspector, $500;
$500;
a trivial dispute whigh arose over the fish and, game commissioner,printing
"guying'.' of Copplnger-bmischievous dairy commissioner, $100;
boys. Romero was sent to jail with- commissioner, $250; labor commisout bail. He makes the fourth man in sioner, $150; oil inspector; $50; historrelics departjail at Tierra Amarilla to await the .ac ical society, $800; wararbitration,
$2.0.
boa
of
$50;
ment,
of.
on
a
charge
a
grand
jury
of
tion
Total, $47,300.
murder.
Weed, a town in the Sacramento
mountains, in Otero county, east and
State Liquor Licenses.
a little south of Alamogordo, has en
Denver, April 28. The state license
tered the field as a summer resort and
bids fair to become a rival of Cloud- - Inspectors will start out four men May
croft. A fine hotel is being built and 1st to visit every city and town in the
several cottages are going up. Be- state for the' purpose of checking up
and
cause of the fame which the Sacra- all saloons, hotels, drug storesMany
mento mountain district is getting as clubs which dispose of liquor.
as
a place for consumptives, the people liquor licenses throughout tiie stateand
who are interested in the new resort well as in Denver remain unpaid,
expect to get large crowds to come all cases discovered will be prosecuted
there, and they expect quite a number unless the license fees are forthcomthis summer. The altitude of Weed ing. Investigating various cases where
In
Is about the same as Mountain Park.
licenses are in arrears, the governSanta Fe New Mexican.
ment license record is used, the ColoAn Albuquerque dispatch of April rado law stating that the holding of
20th says: W. H. Greer, resident mana government license is evidence that
ager of the Victoria Land and Cattle a license of $25 per year should be paid
Company, the largest concern of its Into the state.
;
kina in the Southwest, returned to
day from a trip to the company's
Bigelow's Bankruptéy.
ranches at Hachita, Deming, Eagle and
Silver City. While away he made ar
people of
Milwaukee,
rangement for a shipment of 12,000
sensation
a
to
nr
awoke
Milwaukee
to
cows
Bakersfield,
head of steers and
when the startling anounee-men- t
California. This will be the largest in- yesterday
,
was
made that Frank G.
dividual shipment of cattle from the
,
president-defaulting
bank
the
reterritory for many months. Greer
in; bankrupt Py-- i
petition
a
filed
had
ports stock generally throughout the
$?,v
territory in better shape than ever be- with liabilities aggregating ;.oyer
000,000, and assets near the two milfore and the prospects fo a
lion mark.
year for stock raisers goad.
e
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CENTENNIAL.

FULTON

Hundred Years Since First Steam-boTrip.
I
It sppttib hardly possible that It
less than a hundred years since koo-eFulton sent his pioneer steamboat
up the waters of the Hudson. But the
announcement of a proposed Fulton
centennial has sent the newspaper
men to their cyclopedias, and there is
no doubt about the facts.
That was not the first steamboat, to
be-- sure, for four years before the Clermont was launched Fulton himself
had experimented with a small steamboat in the Seine in France, and other
experiments dated back to 1790. But
the trip of the Clermont is justly regarded as the beginning of successful
steam navigation, and the name of
'Fulton justly heads the list cf inventors ia this department of human progress.
It was Fulton, too, In 181.5, who constructed the first steam war vessel, a
tons
majestic craft of thirty-eigh- t
displacement, yet hardly capable of
meeting on equal terms such a present-day
battleship as the Connecticut
or Louisiana of 16,000 tons each.
And it was not until 1819 that the
first steamer crossed the Atlantic, sailing from Savannah, Georgia, to Livdays, during eigherpool in twenty-siteen of which the paddlewheels were
in use.
The proposed centennial of the Clermont's trip is a proper observance, of
an important historical occasion, and
the honor paid to Robert Fulton Is
worthily bestowed upon an American
whose ingenuity and energy wrought
most powerfully and beneficially for
the benefit of mankind and the progress of the American continent thai
gave him birth. Pueblo Chieftain.
On

at

rt
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Radium Solution for Cancer.
Experiments now under way at th
Flower hospital in New York City ar
reported by the World to indicate the
discovery of an almost certain cure for
cancer. It consists of a new method
for the application of radium. Wonderful things were expected of radium,
and its discovery by Professor Curie
and his wife had barely been announced when leading scientists began striving to find a way in which the
new force could be used to destroy disease germs. All these practically
Now, however, a chemist of
failed.
New York claims to have succeeded in
dissolving radium and that the resulting solution exerted all the activity of
the pure radium.
Surgeons and physicians of the
Flower hospital staff decided to give
the solution a trial and selected a woyears old, who was
man eighty-twdying from a cancer on the instep of
'
her left foot.
Six days after the treatment began,
the doctors say, the cancer dropped off
and showed healthy flesh beneath.
Nothing remained but to heal the tissue, which waá finally accomplished,
although the .treatment is still
o

being-continued-

For Growing Girls.
West Pembroke, Me., April
A. L. Smith, of this place, says
that Dodd's Kidnqy Pills are the best
remedy for growing girls. Mrs. Smith
emphasizes her recommendation, by.
the following experience:
"My daughter was thirteen years old
last November and it is now two years
since she was first taken with Crazy
Spells that would last a week and
would then pass off. In a month che
would have the spells again. At these
times she would eat very little and
was very yellow; even the whites of
her eyes would be yellow.
"The doctors gave us no ncourage-ment- ,
they all said they could not help
her. After taking one box of Dodd's
Kidney Pills, she has not had pne bad
spell.
Of course, we continued the
treatment until she had used in all
about a dozen boxes, and we still give
them to her occasionally, when she is
not feeling well. Dodd's Kidney Pills
are certainly the best medicine for
growing girls."
Mothers should heed the advice of
Mrs. Smith, for by so doing, they may
save their daughters much pain and
sickness and ensure a healthy, happy
future for them.
24.-M-

rs.

$6,-00-

well-know- n

April-2S.-i-Th-

Bigsi-low-

record-breakin-

Niagara Water Powet-The commissioners of Queen Victoria park, on the Canadian side of Niagara falls, show a proper sense of the
condition now affecting that majestic
cataract. They have just issued their
nineteenth annual report and laid it
before the Ontario Legislature, setting forth that a halt must be called
in the granting of franchises at the
falls and that too many have been
given away already. Three of them
are now in the possession of private
companies and a fourth, permitting the
creation of 100,000 more horsepower
from the Chippewa river, Is under consideration. This will make an aggregate on the Canadian side of 475,000
horsepower, which the commissioners
think should not, at the present time,
be exceeded. If more are to be given
hereafter they should cost the grantees
more, and in particular care should be
taken that the shores above and below the falls be not marred by unsightly buildings.
.

Because a. man Is "supposed to eat
a peck of 'dirj" is no reason he
should gobble up a whole section of
land.
'

There Is the martyr, and then there
is the fellow who takes cold baths.
A Heavy Fine,

tinder the Elkins law, any railroad
company 'which pays rebates In any
form, or any shipper who accept
them, Is liable to a fine of from $1,000
to $20,000, upon conviction.
It also
prohibits the carrying of freight at
less than the published tariffs. The
Interstate Commerce Commission is
empowered to detect and proseculo
violators of this statute. President
Knapp of the Commission states that
Jsince this law was passed, rebate ply
ing has been as rare as forgery.
A girl's waist Is very elastic to fit
my length of arm so snugly.

BACK

CHOSEN HEAD OF DAUGHTERS
OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
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PRIMITIVE TIMES.

SURE

Nature Seeks to Draw Mankind, Declares Scientist.
Nature tends obstinately, Mlchelet
thinks, to bring back toward primitive
anirrality, to unmake the civilized
man, says Gustave Lanson in the Quarterly Review. It is perhaps still her
dream to have sons like her, men all
nature. Humanity, in its earliest age.
could be but that, and legitimately
It had then to lake possession of the
world which had just been born.
It
engaged in sternest combat with the
primitive, shaggy creatures, well arm
ed with teeth and claws, that looked
with contempt at this
of crea
tion, without claws, unprotected by
hair, all naked and unarmed. To con
quer these creatures man must be like
them. "He also must belong to th's
lower world, or rather he must take
on the two natures that is to say, he
must needs become at once man and
beast, possessed of instinctive craft
as well as bloodthirsty fury.
The
victory, which rested decisively, at
so many points of the globe, with the
weaker, shows none the less the
original superiority of the conquered
In the manbeast, at first controlled entirely by physical fatalities, slept already as in the crysalis the true man,
who walks upright and with his face
to the heavens." And thus true man,
little by little, set himself free. "Today mind is decidedly the victor. To
the heavy dreams of a troubled blood,
to the energy of the brute, has succeeded the nervous life of delicate, intelligent sensibility; in short, the higher life." But the beast is not dead,
he must be watched.
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Cheesman Lake Equal to New York's After Years of Experience,
Advises Women to
Big Crotón Reservoir Highest
Masonry Dam in the World.
Regard
Their Health.
The water in Cheesman lake, the
reservoir recently completed by the
Mrs. Martha Pohlman
Denver Union Water comDanv. has of 55 Chester Avenue,
reached the highest point since the Newark, N. .1., who is a
construction of the monster dam, graduate Nurse from the
which is the highest masonry dam in Blockley Training School,
the world.
at Philadelphia, and for
"The water in the lake Is over 190 six years Chief Clinic
Nurse at the Philadelphia
feet deep
said Walter S. Chees(-- a
man of the water company yesterday. Hospital, writes the letter
below,
fehe
printed
has
"The reservoir now contains about
the advantage of personal
gallons of water, its greatest capacity being 30.000,000,000 gal- experience, besides her
education,
lons. This is the highest point yet professional
and what she lias to say
reached. If the water reached twenty-twfeet higher, it would flow over the may be absolutely relied
upon.
spillway. Six months ago the lake conMany other women are
tained less than 160,000.000 gallons. afflicted
as she was. They
The total depth of the reservoir is 212 can regain
health in the
feet.
same way. It is prudent
"The capacity of Cheesman lake is to heed such advice from
about the same as the big Crotón res- such a source.
r
,
ervoir in New York, which is supposed
Mrs, Pohlman writes:
to contain about 32.000,000.000 gallons
"I am firmly persuaded,
after eight, years of experience
of water. However, the Crotón reserLvdia E. Pinkham's
voir is not so deep and covers so much with
Compound, that it
C
.
larger area, that Hie danger of loss by isVegetable
y .t
the safest and liext medicine
seepage and evaporation is increased for any suffering woman to
to f.uch an extent that it really will use.
save no more water than Cheesman
"Immediately
after my
marriage 1 found that my
lake.
began to tail me. I behealth
"Denver's water supply is now fully came weak
with seassured. Besides this big storage at vere bearing-dow- and pale,
pains, fearCheesman lake, we have also about ful baikaches and frequent
The doctor presix or eight billion gallons of water in dizzy Sh11
lake, which is more than half scribed for me, yet did not
Maiston
'
I
would
improve.
bloat after
full. Exclusive of these reservoirs, our
and freoui'iitlv become
water rights would more than supply eating
nauseated. I had an acrid discharge and ness, faintness. lassitude, excitability
the city of Denver. We have estipaina down through my limbs m I could irritability,
sleeplessnervousness,
mated that the people of Denver will hardly walk. It was aa bad a case of female ness, melancholy,
"
and
consume about 12,000,000,000 gallons of trouble as I have ever known. Lydia E. "
feelings, bine
Pinkham's Vegetable Coniound, however,
water the coming year, so it can readme within four months. Since that and hopelessness, they should remera
ily be seen that we are on the safe cured
time I have had occasion to recommend it to bcr there is one tried and true remedy.
side.
a numlier of patients suffering from all Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com"However, we do not count all the forms of female difficulties, and I find that pound at once removes such troubles.
waste of water because several spells while it is considered unprofessional to recNo other female medicine in th
ommend a patent medicine, I can honestly
of drought might seriously draw upon
recommend Lydiu K. Pinkham's Vegetable world has received such widespread
the reserve supply. In building CheesCompound, for I have found that it cures and unqualified endorsement. No other
man dam, however, we have looked far female ills, where all other medicine fails. It medicine has such a record of cures
of
in a graud medicine for sick women."
into the future and endeavored to infemale troubles.
sure an amply supply of water for the
Money cannot buy such testimony as
The needless suffering of women from
city of Denver for all time. Our locathis merit alone can produce such re- diseases
to their sex is terrible)
tion is magnificent, there being a.
sults, and the ablest specialists now to see. peculiar
The money which they pay to
-shed
agree that Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegeof 1,796 square miles of timdoctors
who do not help them is an
table Compound, is the most univerber contributory to Cheesman lake.
waste. The pain is cured
"Denver is much better off than sally successful remedy for all female enormous
money is saved by Lydia E.
nnd
the
either Chicago and New York, which diseases known to medicine.
Vegetable. Compound.
Pinkham's
ExWhen women are troubled with iralways have been handicapped by a
perience has proved this.
regular,
mensuppressed
or
painful
lack of water. I believe that the big
It is well for women who are 111 to
Crotón project in New York will, in struation, weakness, leuuorrhoca, distwenty years, cost fully one hundred placement or ulceration of the womb, write Mrs Pinkham, at Lynn, Moss.
feeling, inflamma- In her great experience, which covers
or even two hundred million dollars to that bearing-dowmany years, she has probably had to
insure an adequate water supply for tion(orof the ovaries, backache, bloating
flatulence), general debility, in- deal with dozens of cases just liko
New York. The expense will be al
and nervous prostration, or yours Her advice is free and
most a continuous one for that length digestion,
are beset with such symptoms as dim- of time, for in spite of all the work
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Succeeds Where Cihcrs Fail.
done, they will have to tap the Hudson river and filter Its water to increase the supply.
"Our supply has been assured at
much less expense and we feel that
with what has been accomplished,
Denver is safe as regards its water
of every known mak
STOVF
w "
uf stove, furnace ui rniiKe. Gtv. A.
supply for all time." Denver
j;U Law rem
ulien.
Denver. Phone 12ik
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GUARDS AMERICAN NEUTRALITY.
Rear Admiral Charles J. Train, who
has made such disposition of the

"all-gone-

squadron that the ships at once can observe the movements of foreign fleets
near to or in Philippine waters, is the
American naval commander in the
Philippines. He was commander of
the auxiliary cruiser Prairie during the
Mrs. Donald McLean of New York, of the union, and has been active in Spanish war, and later of the
Puritan
the new president of the Daughters of other ways in patriotic educational
the American Revolution, probably work. She is t, charter member of
ihas made more speeches on the sub- the D. A. R. Her campaign for the
ject of patriotism than any living presidency was made on an "Ameriwoman.
She has spoken in schools can" platform.
Mrs. McLean was
and at celebrations In half the states born in Maryland.

water-

f

MOTIVES OF JOHN PAUL JONES

n

Difference

of Opinion as to Whether

the Splendid Exploits of America's
First Naval Hero Were Due to Love
of Adventure or to His Devotion to
His Adopted Country.
If the bringing back of the remains
of a hero to the land for which he
fought were a proper occasion for a
popular demonstration of noisy en- thusiasm it is probable that the re
mains of John Paul Jones would be
received in America with the acclaim
of admiration rather than the acclaim
of love.
Some day it may be known definitely whether America's first admiral
fought for the infant republic from
motives of pure patriotism or from
the spur of ambition. He fought with
nothing less than desperate courage
for the cause which he had espoused,
but there are those things in John
Paul Jones' life which make it seem
that he may have fought because of
steer love for fighting and because
the immediate need of the struggling
colonies gave opportunity for the acquiring of that meed of individual
glory which some men claim the soul
of John Paul Jones craved.
He did his work well. There was
no turning back; there was no let-uIn strenuous endeavor. No man whose

birthplace was America and whose
heart's love was fixed on the country
of his hearthstone fought more apparently soulfully for the cause of the
struggling colonies than did John
Paul Jones, the alien. For what he
did his name will be held in admiration in the centuries to come as it
has been held in the century that has
passed. It may be that when more is
known about this man of mystery the
people will revere his memory as they
do that of the known patriots of the
revolution.
James Fenimore Cooper served in
the United States navy. In common
with his fellow sailors of the old oaken frigates he held in first place, of
honor the alien admiral who commanded the first vessel flying the
American flag which compelled a ship
of the supposedly Invincible British
navy to strike colors. Yet James Fenimore Cooper in that greatest of sea
tales, "The Pilot," paints John Paul
Jones as a hero rather than as a
patriot. At the, close of his story
Cooper puts Into the mouth of one
of his chief characters, a naval
.fleer, these words, touching the life
and motives of John Paul Jones:
"His devotion to America proceeded
from a desire for distinction, his ruling passion. His love for liberty may
be the more questionable, for if he
commenced his deeds in the cause of
these free states, they terminated In
the services of a despot.
"He is now dead, but had he lived
,Jn times and under circumstances,
when his consummate knowledge of
his profession, his cool, deliberate and
even desperate courage could have
been exercised in a regular and
navy, and" had the habits
of his youth better qualified him to
H.ve borne meekly the honors he acquired in his age, he would have left
behind him no name in Its lists that
would have descended to the latest
posterity of his adopted countrymen
with greater renown."
It may be, however, that the American who reveres John Paul Jones for

the blows that he struck for liberty
would prefer to take as the essence of
truth the words which Cooper puts
into the mouth of the admiral. In the
story, "The Pilot," John Paul Jones
stands on English soil and has met
Alice Dunscombe.
She upbraids him
for being disloyal to his king. "The
Pilot" answers:
"A man with a soul not to be limit
ed by the arbitrary boundaries of
tyrants and hirelings, but one who
has the right as well as the inclina
tion to grapple with oppression, tn
whose name soever It is exercised or
in whatever hollow and specious shape
it founds its claim to abuse our race."
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Denver Directory
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and Massachusetts.

Admiral Train
was graduated from the naval academy In 1864, was made a commander
in 1883, a captain in 1898, and reached
Marvelous Toy Cannon.
his present position two years later.
Before going to the Philippines he had
Prof. William Suddards Franklin,
been president of the board of inspec- head of the department of physics at
tion and survey, and has served in Lehigh University, is said to have invented a harmless toy cannon designed
It is evident that Cooper's judgment many stations and in various
to take the place of the deadly cast-irorepudiated the words of his hero, for
affair filled with gunpowder and
the passages quoted first almost unwhich reaps a rich harvest of victims
in Town and Country.
Life
every Fourth of July. By applying a
questionably express the judgment of
We live in a day when the average
principle of chemistry he
the American novelist on the motives
and character of the first great Ameri- man does not get tho physical exer- has produced a cannon which makes
cise of his primordial ancestors. He a report, but cannot explode; hurls
can admiral.
1b engaged
in sedentary occupations missiles which can do no harm, and is
One of the latest and possibly the
he is not fortified for the work of a flash of "fire which does not scorch
and
best of the biographers of John Paul digestion as are the field toilers. tissue paper.
Jones says that his life was written Some of the work of digestion must
The explosion is caused by an elecin three languages English, French be done for
igniting a combination of
him. Scientists say that tric spark
and Russian and that though this life the cooking of food, especially of flesh, air and gas, somewhat on the principle
of a gas engine. This discharges a
was "for more than 100 years the is a great aid
to making it easily ditheme of many busy pens, the half gestible. If this be true it develops cork, no other missile will do, and produces a flame of so low a temperature
of it has not yet been told."
the secret of the tenacity with which that it does not burn. Furthermore,
"The half of it has not yet been the sedentary worker holds to his it is said, 5,000 shots can be fired for
told," because the half of it Is not cookery.
He realizes that he can a nickel.
known.
The papers of John Paul more easily digest food from the fire
Jones were scattered to the four than from the ice box. Besides, all
Long Distance Gramophone.
Some of, them have been other objections waived, eating is a
winds.
The
auxetophone of the Hon. C. A.
found, and from them a disconnected function in which man takes pleas
whose sounds
account of his life and of the motiveft ure, uncooked food is, as a rule, itv Parsons Is a gramophone
are conveyed to a distance by a blast
which actuated him has been con slpid and unpalatable.
His appetite of compressed air. The air is pumped
structed. When more material has must be coaxed. This is unhygienic, by a small engine up to eight pounds,
been collected and a fuller study can perhaps, but it is true, and so long and it passes into the trumpet through
be made light may be let In upou as it is true man will be a worshiper a little valve taking the place of the ordinary diaphragm. The valve consists
the character of this man who carrie'l at the shrine of the kitchen range.
of a number of small slots covered
the first American flag to victory oil Kansas City Journal.
with a fine comb. The vibration of
the high seas.
this comb by the record plate reproon
Farmers Gamble
Weather.
duces the speech or other sounds and
There is one authenticated story
The science of meteorology has not
air current makes the sounds audiconcerning John Paul Jones which yet taught men what a day may bring the
ble at distances estimated to reach
would go to show that his love for forth in the way of weather. Farm- three miles.
America had an earlier birth than tho ing operations are clouded with uncerdate of the opening of the American tainty from seed time to harvest, and
Where Toys are Made.
revolution which gave the sailor hia from the nature of the case the most
The United States spent last year
opportunity to serve his ambition. enlightened and conservative tiller of
Jones was living on a plantation in the soil is compelled to gamble in $4.000.000 on toys mostly dolls from
fSonnebeig, Germany, alone. Little
Virginia. Some British naval officer
"futures" much as does the specula- Sonneberg sent out $13.000,000
worth
were visiting the port near his home. tor in the wheat pit. Unfortunately, of
toys last year. Great Britain used
One of them, Capt. Parke, when the too, his stake is often his all. Delayed to buy most of them, but John Bull
subject of a possible revolt of the or premature frost, too much or too has been very hard up this past year,
colonies was broached, said in Jones' little rain, to say nothing of the visita- and the United States has taken most
presence: "America can be easily tions of creeping or flying destroyers, of England's share. The men Who
overcome if the courage of the colo- always threaten him with loss or ruin make these toys earn by ten hours
nial men is on a par with the virtue of and keep him forever guessing. He labor a day between 54 and 60 cents.
the colonial women."
must bet his crops on the presence or The thousands of boys and girls employed earn an average of 30 cents 8
of favorable conditions, an
absence
promptly
Jones
Paul
knocked
John
day.
In
Capt. Parke down and th officer was
fact that
the coarse of
carried to his ship and never pressed ages may have had something to do
Everj housekeeper should know
for the opportunity to fight In a duel. with the ingrained gambling habit that If they will buy Defiance
Cold
which
everywhere.
mankind
besets
Chicago
Post.
E. B. C, in
use
Water
they
laundry
for
Starch
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
will save not only time, because it
Will Contest Statesman's Will.
never sticks to the iron, but because
New Niagara in South America.
The will of Frederick Cook of Rochpackage contains 16 oz. one full
week
Last
there returned from each
ester, N. Y., former secretary of Btate,
pound while all other Cold Water
diFposing of an estate approximating South America to New Orleans a Starches are put up in
pound pack$2,000,000, will be contested by the party of explorers which included sciages, and the price Is the sama, 13
from
entists
different
Institutions.
widow and the daughter. The will
cents. Then again because Defiance
was offered for. probate Saturday, but With a score of natives they visited Starch Is free from all Injurious chemneither the widow nor the daughter the R!o Leon territory, near the equa- icals. If your grocer tries to sell you
joins in the petition for its admission. tor, and penetrated a part never be- a
package It is because be has
By the will the widow receives $100,-00- 0 fore seen by white men. Among the a stock on hand which be wishes to
was
a wonderful cascade
outright and the income of a trust discoveries
dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
fund of $200,000. To the daughter is which rivals that of the Yosemite in He knows that Defiance Starch has
height
Niagara
and
in
volume.
It
$50.0QO
and the income of
bequeathed
printed on every package in large leta trust fund of $100,000. Some thirty is crescent In form and has eight ters and figures "16 oza." Demand Deother oequests are made. About $100,-00- 0 cataracts, divided from each other
fiance and save much time and money
smaller than those at Niagara. and
is left to charitable institutions,
the annoyance of the Iron stickIs
thought
to
only
a
be
ot
question
It
$1.000,000
and the residue of about
ing. Defiance never sticka.
years
few
a
when
these Islands will
goes to relatives in Germany. Several
of tthese are relatives of Mr. Cook's be swept away and leave one, vast
The average man mefts temptations
cataract. Philadelphia Ledger.
s
first wife.
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I

HOTBEDS OF CONSUMPTION

t

Penal Institutions in Many States Proved
Breeding Places of Tuberculosis
fill

II

mf

to Be

Í

When peaches get cheaper is that a
It is the duty of the state to protect
pit fall?
its citizens even those condemned to
pasa a term of years in jail. The danA plain person doesn't seem bo if he ger to the inmates of prisons, from
suits your fancy.
pulmonary disease, has only lately
teon realized. A short time since a
It'a easier to run up a bill than it man who had served a sentence- in
is to run away from it.
the Ohio penitentiary, declared that
to send him back meant death by
In sham battles they go to work tuberculosis. Inquiry was made. The
and trump up a false charge.
head physician announced that the
building was a hotbed of consumpThe tin pedler, strange to say, looks tion. A prominent official stated that
for customers who have the tin.
a ten years' sentence was equivalent
to condemning a man to death by
The artificial foot manufacturer is pulmonary tuberculosis.
responsible for many false steps.
Dr. S. A. Knopf, the greatest American authority on tuberculosis, was inTlie jnan in tlie moon isn't mad at vited to visit the penitentiary. WithOld Sol for" fuaking light of him.
out hesitation he pronounced it the
most unsanitary penal institution he
Would you say that the weaver of
ever seen.
tad
woollen cloth was caught napping?
The output of many prisons is
The shoplifter is careful how he enough to convince of the truth of the
above statements.
The sallow comgoes in a store and takes a notion.
plexions,
weakened bodies, sunken
all are the
In England they oftener call the doc- chests of the
tor than the curate for a sick child. stamp of murderous prison hygiene.
All the rules for combatting the great
There wouldn't be so many open se- white plague are reversed. For suncrets if more people kept their mouths light, they are given darkness; for
fresh air, a damp, musty atmosphere;
shut.
for
life a weary
"Tall oaks from little acorns grow," grind, a large part spent within the
and big aches from little corns, you narrow confines of a single cell.
Is it not enough to take from a felknow.
low being his liberty and appropriate
The postman in the fashionable the labor of his hands, without forcstreets says the people he serves are ing him to live under such conditions?
Dare the state continue to condemn
of good address.
any of its citizens to such a death?
borne people are so anxious to Shall the sentence in a public prison
spring a joke that they seem to have cease at its legal expiration, or shall
the poor victim continue to suffer
the spring fever.
from its dire effects until he fills a
The astronomer studying the heav- consumptive's grave?
In this day of
ens may be busy when he hasn't an
earthly thing to do. Philadelphia agitation, it .would seem that public
institutions, whether asylums, schools,
Bulletin.
prisons or assembly halls should be
the first to be brought under proper
WITH THE SAGES.
sanitary conditions.
It is useless,
Success ill used is the ruin of any hopeless to educate the masses in regard to the cure and prevention of
man. Dr. Joseph Parker.
tuberculosis and then maintain at
There is always work, ,and tools to public expense hotbeds for the dework withal, for those who will. J. R. velopment of consumptives to be finally turned loose in the community.
Lowell.

boy into a basement room, which was

lit
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GIANT TASK IN RAILROAD BUILDING

HIE BID

Two Carloads of Powder in a Single Blast $250,-00- 0
Paid for One Mile of Track 2,629 Men
Employed on a Piece of Track Being
Built for the Wabash System.

BEACHED AFTER EIGHT YEARS CF
COMPLICATED TfiOCELES.

fitted up as a complete carpenter's
shop, and gave him the following advice, which he considered would be of
more value to him than anything he
had ever written:
"You know I am a doctor, and this
shop is my medicine. I believe that
every man must have a hobby that
is as different from his regular work
as it is possible to be. It is not
good for a man to work all the time
at one thing. So this is my hobby.
This is my change. I like to putter
away at these things. Every day I
try to come down here for an hour or
so. It rests me because it gives my
mind a complete change. For, whether
you believe it or not," he added, with
cis inimitable chuckle, "to make a
poem and to make a chair are two
very different things.
"Now, if you think you can learn
something from me, learn that, and
remember it when you are a man.
Don't keep always at your business,
whatever it may be. It makes no
difference how much you like it. The
more you like it, the more dangerous
it is. When you grow up, you will
understand what I mean by an 'outlet.' Every man must have an 'out
let' a hobby that is, in his life, and
it must be so different from his regu
lar work that it will take his work
into an entirely different direction.
We doctors call it a 'safety valve,'
and it is. I would much rather," concluded the poet, "you would forget all
that I have ever written than that you
should forget what I tell you about
having a safety valve."

OF

Deafneaa, Biasing So iuid In Henil, Slomac t
JiUonli r, l'nlpiUitlon of Heart and
Debility Overcome at Iast.
Mr. Newman certainly bad a very
tough time with the grip, and it is no
wonder that he thinks that the remedy
that cured him can't be beat. His case
shows how profoundly grip poisons the
system and now obstinately it resists all."
ordinary efforts to eradicate it.
Few cases can be wurne than Mr. Newman's for ho bad head, heart and stomach tronbles combined with great weakness. Ha recently snid :
' The attack of grip which I had eight
years ago left me iu a very bad fix. I
became nearly deaf and my head Bched
continually and was filled with hissing
aud roariug sounds. My heart fluttered
and bad regular riuiuing-awaspells.
My stomach was so sore that I could
hardly bear a touch on that part of my
body. I had a great deal of pain iu the
region of my liver and the doctor said

Cumberland, Md., May 2. "Look tion work and to do this the contrac
out! Look out! It's going off!" was tors employed some striking methods
the wild cry heard a few days ago in
At Welton tunnel, a mile south of
Paw Paw, a small mountain encircled Cumberland, a large wheel was placed
West Virginia town, on the new line on top or the mountain above the
of the Wabash, twenty miles east of tunnel entrance,
cables were run
Cumberland, when the ringing of from this across the river and canal to
bells and blowing of whistles gave the low land, where filling was neces
the warning that In a few minutes sary, and the rock from the tunnel
the button would be pressed that was carried over in a large iron buck
would explode 8,000 pounds of giant et suspended from the cables. The
powder in the rocky mountain side laborers' camp was located on top of
directly opposite and close to the the mountain and the men construct
town.
ed a
ladder leading up the
For three days the people of Paw precipitous face of rocks from the
Paw had watched men carrying can mouth of the tunnel, and this ladder
after can of powder into the tunnels they ascended and descended many
dug into the face of rocks.
As the times a day.
In the construction of the Indigo
number of cans disappearing In the
mountain side increased the alarm of tunnel, a method never before employ
that organ was enlarged. My kidneys
the people grew, and some in terror ed in the East, and rarely elsewhere, ached so at times that I could hardly
left the town, while those remaining is being employed. This is the great
stand."
est tunnel on the line, being 4,400
filled their ears with cotton and wait" Didn't you give up and go W bed?''
feet in length. It passes through a he was asked.
ed for they knew not what.
At lasi, when 325 cans of powder, Sidling Hill mountain range and
"No, I simply wouldn't. My head
8.125 pounds, had been emptied in makes the Wabash a straighter line
aud my back ached dreadfully, but I
the arms extending right and left and almost a mile in three shorter obstinately dragged myself about, kept
than the Baltimore &. Ohio. It is being growing worse and finally ran dowu to
fnm the inner ends of the two
tunnels, wires laid and the tunnel made by drilling the heading (the full almost nothing."
" What did you do to get relief?"
closed, the electric button was press- width of the tunnel, twenty-fou- r
feet,
" First I tried a doctor, but he did me
ed. There was a deep, rambling re- and nine feet high) through from the
port, the whole earth seemed to rock bottom or at a grade level, and the no good. Theu I took all kinds of adas though shaken by an earthquake rock will be blown down until the vertised preparations but nothing proved
and tons of rock plunged forward and required height is reached. Old con helpful until I began to use Dr. Williams'
toppled over into the canal and river. tractors, accustomed to driving the Piuk Pills. As soon as I got them I
heading through from the top, shake knew that I had at lust hit the right
Carloads of Powder In One Blast.
their heads and pronounce this meth remedy for my case. The yv-- y first box
Not a stone had been thrown a hun- od a "costly experiment," but Mc- did more for me thau anything else I
dred feet toward the frenzied town, Arthur Bros, say the strata, Indigo had ever taken. They gave me relief
but 20,000 yards of rock had been shale, Is just right at this tunnel for right away and iu three months they
torn from the mountain side and many this method and are confident it will positively cured me. I think I was
For a Cold.
precious days saved the contractors
a success. The heading is being scarcely ever in better health in my life
The daily cold bath is one of the who are building the "link" connect- be
driven from both ends at the same than I aru at present."
ncost
against ing the Western Maryland railroad at
effective safeguards
Mr. William A. Newman is a well- time and the men are within 100 feet
taking cold. Of equal importance is Cherry Run with the West Virginia of
known Camden county farmer, living at
each
other,
a
nine
day
feet
being
sleepabundance of fresh air in the
Central railroad at Cumberland, and the progress made from each end, Sagrada, Missouri. His case was a seing apartment. Upon the first symp- thus
bringing
nearer realization The men working from the eastern vere test for any remedy, but Dr. Wil
toms of "a cold," deep breathing ex George Gould's dream of making
the end have penetrated only eleven liams' Pink Pills met every requirement.
open
well
or
ercises in the
in a
air
Wabash railroad an ocean to ocean inches further than those coming Other remedies merely drive the poison
ventilated room should be taken, at line.
Of the grip into hiding, but Dr. Williams'
from the western side.
frequent intervals.
In nearly all
Pink Pills drive it out of the system.
It was only the proximity of this
The "Stick Pile" Tunnel.
cases where this simple treatment is blast to a town that made it particuThey are sold by every druggist.
taken, there will be no further de- larly prominent on this railroad conIn order to cut a roadbed through
velopment of the cold, and the symp- struction that is requiring a blast the masses of rock that rise straight
Kind Lady Here's a nickel; but
toms will disappear. A doctor con- for almost every foot of the roadbed, up from the bed of the canal it was what are you crying
for, little boy?
large
nected with a
institution for in fact it was a small one in compari- necessary to wait until navigation Little Boy I ain't cryin'. Dls is me
children recently tried this method son to some that have been fired. In closed for the year. In the meantime regular face.
f
tpon the inmates with surprising suc- one blast, in Sidling Hill mountain, the holes for the blasts were all pre
The Tonic Use of Water.
Duty is a prickly shrub, but its
'
the charge consisted of 1,400 cans pared and when the water was with
Cold water is the universal tonic. cess.
flower will be happiness and glory
the S. nta Fe.
"There is nothing," he writes, of powder, just two carloads, and drawn, about a month later than ever
M. F. Tupper.
The best time for taking a cold bath
It would be a colossal undertaking to
for tonic effect is just after getting "more irritable than a cough. For a when it was put off rocks weighing before, thousands of pounds of powThe power to do great things gener out of bed in the morning, when the time I have been so fully assured of half a ton were hurled through the der and dynamite were exploded iu double track the Santa Fe all the way
ally arises from the willingness to dc body is warm. A cold bath should this that I determined, for one min- air hundreds of yards, across the Po- these holes and the canal bed was from Chicago to California and the
never be taken when one is chilled. ute at least, to lessen the number of tomac river and striking telegraph filled with earth and rock for many Gulf of Mexico.
small things. Emerson.
To seriously suggest it now would
One not accustomed to cold bathing coughs heard in a certain ward of poles along the Baltimore & Ohio rail miles which must be removed within
provoke a smile from men who know
By road broke them off close to the the next two months.
is the acquisition of thai should begin carefully with water not the hospital of the institution.
The only place where the Wabash the cost of such a project.
which adds to our happiness by en colder than 75 deg. F. The bath should the promise of rewards and punish- ground.
Yet it may happen some day, if busi-1I
ments,
chilleaves
having
the canal and river for any
succeeded
the
in
It
is
this
necessity for almost con
larging our environments. Helen Wil be short, not to exceed a minute, and
ness
to increase as rapidly
mans.
for feeble persons not more than fif- dren simply hold their breath when tinuous blasting that has done much considerable distance Is at Bayard, as continues
,
in the last decade.
miles east of Cumberland.
teen or thirty seconds when applied tempted to cough, and in a little while toward making this sixty-fiv- e
mile thirty-fivThis plan of two tracks from the'
l
The bath I was myself surprised to see how strip of railroad construction the After crossing the Baltimore & Ohio Great
Teach
and make its prac to the whole surface.
Lakes to Pacific Ocean does; not
some
recoventirely
of
the
children
railroad,
most
the
river
a
expensive
and canal, at dizof any built in recent
tice pleasurable, and you create foi should be immediately followed by
years, with the single exception of zy height, on a 1,370-foo- t
bridge, five necessarily imply that the tracks will
the world a destiny more sublim rubbing and exercise for fifteen to ered from the disease.
"Let a person, when tempted to the line over which the Wabash enchannel spans with viaduct be s laid side by side. In many cases
than ever Issued from the brain o: thirty minutes. There should always
will be used, thus saving in
cough,
a
long
approach,
breath,
draw
hold
ters
and
Pittsburg.
it strikes boldly Into the
The
cost
of building
the wildest dreamer. Siv Waltei be good reaction; that is. the whole
After running through mileage as well as train operation.
surface, including the hands and feet, it until it warms and soothes every the first five miles from Cumberland mountains.
Scott.
Using the term in its restricted
and some benefit will soon averaged $250,000 a mile and the tremendous cuts, over deep ravines
should quickly become warm.
The
sense, by the end of 1905 the Santa Fe
through
and
the
Stick
Pile
uepose and cheerfulness are the Lath should not be followed by lan- be received from this process. The average cost for the sixty-fiv- e
tunnel
miles
will
more than 300 miles of doubadge oi' the gentleman repose is en guor, headache, lassitude or other in- nitrogen which Is thus refined acts is $100,000 a mile. In building this 1,600 feet in length, it emerges from ble have
track in operation. Second tracks
run through the heart of
ergy. The Greek battle pieces art dications of excessive reaction. When as an anodyne to the mucous mem- connecting link, the Wabash has had its
are now being built as follows: To fincalm; the heroes, in whatever violen' one experiences such symptoms, the brane, allaying the desire to cough, to contend with an unusually large the mountain at Orleans, W. Va. This ish the gap between Chicago
and Joli-et- ;
giving
the
lungs
is
and
a
one
of
throat
and
considered
of
number
the heaviest
obstacles of a surnrising
actions engaged, retain a serene as indication is that the bath was too
between
poims
several
Missouri,
in
variety, some placed ic the way by pieces of work on the line, but here
long or too "cold or not followed by chance to heal."
pect. Emerson.
as at many other places, a compara aggregating ;40 miles; to complete the
r.ature, others by man.
sufficient exercise.
For feeble, very
east, est and south
tively straight line is secured with Emporia
RECIPES.
young
persons
elderly
or
the water
A man passes for what he is worth
Tunneling Through Solid Rock.
of Newton, in Kansas, and on both
grades
moderate
and with a saving sides of
What he is engraves itself on his face used should rarely be lower than 6i
Raton Mountain, In Colorado
Until the advent of the Wabash it of almost a mile over
Barley Soup. Soak a cun of pearled
the Baltimore and New Mexico.
on his form, on his fortunes, in letters degrees to 75 degrees in winter. The
was
supposed
there
was
no
feasible & Ohio route.
night
over
barley
cook
in
and
plenty
In
a
be
suitably
bath
should
taken
of light which all men may read bui
of water until well done, but- not route through the narrow gaps in the
The first wor!: was done on this
himself. Concealment avails nothing warmed" room.
mushy. At proper periods add to it a mountains between Cumberland and connecting link on July 21, 1903. and a "I told Mr. Plnehem that ha hadn't
friend in
Emerson.
world," said the indigportion each of minced onion, sliced Hancock, forty miles, save those fol- the contract called for its completion nant citizen.the"And
As We Live, We Are.
what did he say?"
lowed by the Chesapeake and Ohio
"He said he was filad of it, as a man
cabbage
carrots
okra,
and
diced
eighteen
in
and
months.
The
delay
and
If we look down, then our shoulders
is
in no dagger of
without
friends
WISDOM'S WHISPERS.
canal and the Baltimore & Ohio rail- extra work occasioned by
trouble being- asked to lend money."
stoop.
If our thoughts look down, turnip, salt and enough tomatoes to road. It was this belief
kept
that
has
give an appetizing flavor and color. A
with the canal rendered its compleArrogance leaves behind a trail oi then our character bends. It is only
life in the old waterway, life sus- tion within contract
time an impossi
when we hold our heads up that our little seasoning may be required.
by the Baltimore & Ohio Railand enmity.
tained
bility. Now, October 1, is the date
Noodles with Cranberries. Beat
body becomes erect. It is only when
well one egg. or more according to road company to bar out any possible set for the opening of the road, but it
Acting a part possesses the dangei our thoughts go up tJiat our life be- the need, incorporating with
Is there any thing good that
each a rival. Some years ago the Hon. Henry is claimed January 1, 1906, would be
erect.
comes
of being carried too far.
tablespoonful of cold water and a G. Davis, then owner of the West a nearer date.
advanced by good tea?
isn't
Virginia
Central railroad, had a route
pinch of salt. Knead in flour sufficient
From Cherry Run to Hancock, ten
Before beginning a new job get the Physiology In English Public Schools. to make a stiff dough. Roll as thin surveyed through the country follow- milefe, the
Is there anything bad that
road Is completed and trains
housand English physi as thin pasteboard. Let
Old one in a safe position.
Sixteen
it dry on one ed by the Wabash, but it was given are running on it. For ten miles east isn't kept down by good
cians have signed a petition request side and then on the other, frequently up as impracticable. As a result, it is of Cumberland
tea ?
the roadbed is ready
Keep the memory fresh by frequent ing Parliament to inaugurate syste turning it, but do not let
not
surprising
that
the
construction
it becom
for the rails
in
matic instruction
the public dry enough to crack when rolled. Roll of this road Is proving one of the are in course and the three bridges
reference to pleasant occurrences.
If you don't git the biggest and best
of erection. At numerschools of Great Britain in relation
greatest
undertakings
years,
of
re
fault. Defiance Starch
it very compactly; with a very sharp
ous other places there are four and it's your own
is for sale everywhere and there is
Don't undertake to "bluff" unlesi to the preservation of health, especicut
slices from the end quiring application of almost every five mile stretches
knife
thin
completed,,
but positively nothing to equal it io qualyou know your opponent thoroughly.
ally in relation to the evil effects of until all is used. Let these dry thor- method known in railroad building there
great amount of ity or quantity.
alcoholic drinks. It is hoped that oughly (they may be prepared sev- and the Ingenuity of contractors, who difficult remains a
work to be done. It is only
The tone of the voice carries decell this petition will be granted.
eral days before needed) and cook in have built railroads in almost every the fact that work is being rushed
"Have you had any nice, new dishes
ijjite as much as does the utterance.
boiling salted water about twenty state in the union, has been taxed to day and night, regardless of weather since you gol that expensive cook?"
Slaughter of the Innocents.'
minutes. Drain in a colander, and the utmost.
conditions and without regard to ex- "v-- s. ten or a dosen. She smashes
A study of statistics reveals the terUpon forty miles of this line there pense,
Taking credit that belongs to other?
give
of cold water to prevent
a
dash
that makes safe the prediction just as many as the old one did."
f
2,(529
of all pastiness.
deceives no one so much as yourself rible fact that nearly
men, 300 that not later than January 1, 1906,
Reheat, and serve with are engaged
$100 Reward, $100.
the human beings born into the world strained cranberry sauce as a dress- animals, nine locomotives and nine the Wabash will
have this line open
The readera of tills paper will be pleased to learn
steam
A show of confidence inspires a feel- die before the age of five years. In ing.
eighteen
shovels.
For
months
thai there fa at least one dreaded disease that science,
Any other fruit may be used.
for traffic.
has been alile to cure In ail lis aianes, and that la
ing of friendliness even in a disposed-to-b- the city of Stetten, Germany, nearly Any of the various forms of macaroni there has been no cessation of labor
Catarrh. Hall'a Caiarrh Cure Hi Hie finljr punitiva
Endurance of the Jap.
every
473
one-halout
f
of
thousand-hoped
die
enemy.
cure now known to the medical fraterna j. Caiarra
that in eight more the
may be substituted for the noodles. and it is
In
the orient there is a new art of being a constitutional disease, requires a consiltu- - -during the first year of their lives.
treatment.
all's Caiarrh Cure la taken Inwar depending upon a new style of tlonal
Stuffed Potatoes. Bake smooth po- work will be completed.
ternally,
directly upon the blood and niucoua
It is not sure to presume that no one In Ireland, Scotland, Norway and Swe- tatoes until just done. Cut in halves
Obstacles to Be Met.
physique of a race which has never aurfacea acting
of the system, thereby destroyuiK tlit)
can find anything in your doings tc den, where children are given better lengthwise, remove the insldes, being
iMiiiuaiiuii
vi mo uisase. ana giving the patient
An idea of the difficulties encoun- oerore been put to this work. The
trenirlli by building up the constitution and agistcare, have more outdoor life, and careful not to tear the skins.
gossip over. Philadelphia Bulletin.
nature In doing lu work. The proprietors uav
tered can be formed from the fact Jap is short, stocky and blessed with ing
Mash,
o
much falih In Its
powers that they oiler
more intelligent attention is given to season, and return to the shells.
.
Have that this line in forty miles crosses muscles big enough for a much taller One Hundred Dollarscurative
(or any ease that It falla la
feeding, the number of deaths is only ready some slightly salted, stiffly
bend for list of testimonials,
PASTE JEWELS.
man. He is consequently able to do cure,
river
Potomac
the
nine
times,
the
Addreaa F. .1. CHEKKV 6 CO., Toledo, O.
as many as in the city beaten egg to cover the top
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
of each Chesapeake & Ohio canal seven more work than a European of equal
Take llall'll'auilly PMa for constipation.
of Stetten, being ten per cent.
Opportunity is velvet shod.
letter-carrier
piece. Place on a tin in the oven to times, the Baltimore & Ohio railroad weight. A rural
thinks
Physicians are coming to recognize brown and warm.
Misfortune comes in pairs to the man
three times, passes through moun nothing of distances for which we deIntellectuality is a hopeless spin- - that the use of cow's milk, which is
Creamed Turnips. Dice turnips and tain ranges and spurs by five tunnels, mand horses and in exceptional cases whose opponent holds three of a kind.
infected with the germs of tubercuster.
boil until tender, having salted them varying in length from 700 feet to the rickashaw man has been known
Storekeepers report that the extra
losis, is one of the most active of a while before draining.
Somewhat 4,400 feet, through ridges and hills to trot forty miles in a day dragging quantity, tORether with the superior
causes
among
of
all
death
the
Many a heartache is plain indigesyoung more than cover them with rich milk. by innumerable cuts, many of thera the passenger. The daily drills of the quality of Defiance Starch makes It
This should be remem- When boiling hot pour in slowly some over fifty feet deep through, solid rock soldiers include athletic exercises too next to impossible to sell any othci
children.
tion.
bered in the artificial feeding of in- braided flour, gently shaking the ket--ti- e and some almost a mile in length, and seere for the average European sol- brand.
Sometimes no luck is the best sort fants. The milk should either be
to insure the even thickening of that a great portion of the road is dier, such as running up and down
There is a great deal of money in it
'
boiled or well scalded before being the dressing.
of luck.
Cook a few minutes being cut out of the rocky sides of long flights of stairs. It Is not sur- for the man who doesn't go Into politics.
fed to the infant. This rule should and serve.
mountain ranges, directly above the prising, then, that their troops should
Popularity street is paved with pret- be universally observed for adults as
Lanse Brod. Beat one egg into one canal. One of the most unusual dif- cover long distances, and the reports
well as for children, and, if applied, cup of milk. Add salt and a spoonful ficulties in railroad construction, and of four successive days of thirty-five- ,
ty speeches.
will save thousands of lives annually. of sugar. Dip Into It slices of stale yet the most troublesome on this line twenty-five- ,
thirty and fifteen miles of
There 's a difference in adIt's a wise man who can turn off hi?
bread and brown them nicely on a has been a disposition of the earth marching are perfectly credible. They
A Safety Valve.
well-oilewife's vocabulary.
vertisements.
pancake griddle.
Serve and rock removed In making the road- are reported to have marched forty-eigh- t
In the Ladies' Home Journal a while hot.
bed, a difficulty arising from the fact
hours without food and with
Also in tea.
writer tells of an interesting visit
Time waits for lots of women.
Squash Custard. Prepare squash
that the Wabash follows closely the little rest, and then to have fonght
which he paid when a boy to the (he same as for pies. Bake in a shal- canal route. While waiting for legal well, though captured men have
Tour (frocer returns your money- If you donl
like Schilling sítese
funeral-bakeFriendship's
meats "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table." low pudding dish without crust and right to bridge the old waterway it dropped asleep instantly. American
i.fter breakfast Dr. Holmes took the serve cold.
was necessary to push the construc
re cold shoulders.
Medicine.
Nothing; is easier than for a woman
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PRESIDENT TO LEAVE

American actor.
Governor Vardaman of Mississippi
has nnrmnnrpii timt hfi will be a can
didate for the United States Senate in
the event of Senator Money's retire
ment.
Governor Pennvnackcr of Pennsyl
vania has signed the Greater Pittsburg
bill, which provides for the consolida
tion of the cities of Pittsburg and Alle- gheney City.
The lower house of the Michigan
Legislature has passpd unanimously
"
t
bill, said to be the
r.
V
the Bland
I
most sweeping anti trust measure ever
passed in this country.
With an appropriation made by Con- frAsa for th Riinnression of counter
feiting, a branch of the United States
secret service will soon be established
in the Hawaiian islands.
Governor Hieciris of New York has
signed the stock transfer bill imposing
a stamp tax of 2 cents on eacti ?iuu
of par value of all corporation stock
securities sold or transterreu.
W W. R. Mclnnes. member of the
British Columbia Legislature for
has been appointed governor of
the Yukon Territory, with residence at
Dawson, at a salary of $12,000 per year.
W. S. Sands, former secretary of legation nt Korea arid adviser to the
King, has been appointed secretary of
the American legation at Panama to
succeed Mr. Lee, who becomes consul
general there.
United States.
n.ipsnriii.
to
the
Minister
Cuban
$.onnr
wwi.v. X
Secretary Taft has received the aci
TT.n
nrni,or
t
n
Rfnt.f
Itt
born.
i r
r
r.i... M;iav. rt
ceptance by Alfred Noble of his apQuesadft
for J uly, 1809, by George Kennan, 'Twho heard í mn.TlV pointment as one of the board of conan article
,
, . Outlook
.
..in The
P.,!..,
Mil
a culd'
i
h;tr b n
1.4
sulting engineers of the Panama canal
audiences under the spell of eloquent speech and in the grip of strong emotional commission. Mr. Noble constructed
-n. mo
a orouc
excitement; out J. nave rareiy wuueou
vt.
the "Soo" canal.
eulogy upon the dead patriot, Marti." In.a letter to The Peruna Medicine Con
It has been decided by the Greater
pany, written from vvasinngion, u. o., aeuur ucxuu a.,y.
New York executive board of the bakers' union, In consequence of the decan recommend as a very good medicision of the United States Supreme
law unit Court declaring the r
excellent strengthening tonic,
is
cine.
demand
the
to
enforce
constitutional,
is also an efficacious cure for the almost universal through their own efforts, if possible.
De Qucsada.
complaint of catarrh.
Judge Hunt in the United States
Court at Helena, Montana, decided the
There is "but a single medicine which noted Indian tax case from Missoula
Congressman J. H. Bankheatl, of Alabama, one of the most influential mem- is ..a 'radical specific for catarrh. It is county, holding that the county could
a half century not tax the property of Indians living
which lias stood
bers of the liouse of Representatives, IVruna,
,
y
.i
inousuuu 01 cases.
on reservations. The decision means a
in a letter written from Washington, tes ana curca3i
v
If you do not derive prompt and
D. C, gives his endorsement to the
difference of $100,000 in the revenues
results from the use of Peruna. of the state.
great catarrh remedy, I'eruna, in the
a
giving
llartman,
Dr.
to
once
at
write
following words:
Amos Madden Thayer, United States
full statement of your ease and he will
ttYour Peruna in one of the best he pleased to give you his valuable ad- circuit judge of the Eighth judicial district, died at his home in St. Louis,
medicines lever tried, and oo family vise gratis.
after an illness
should be without your remarkable
Address Dr. llartman,. President ol Missouri, April 24th, sixty-fouyears.
r
of four months, aged
remedy.' As a tonic and catarrh cure The Ilaxtman Sanitarium. Columbus.
United
of
opinion
the
wrote
the
strictly
He
held
li.
correspondence
Ohio.
All
better."
nothing
I know of
States Court of Appeals in the North.
,.v
connuenuat.
Bankhead.
ern Securities case.
During the Good Friday services in
the Milan cathedral! Italy, the Marchioness Maria Pallavicini, Viscountess
of Trent, Austria, committed suicide
by shooting herself through thé head
in the presence of a congregation of
15,000 people. Domestic unheppiness
nollñ-r,r,iírti.i"ir2 Snr nunV'
rr,-í-is given as the cause.
a
'.nnvrffif
The effort to get artesian water in
oí
COFlEE,
incr'easeiP
LION
tber
sales
steadily
lias
century
Santa Fe, New Mexico, at the United
oí
package coiiecs.
The
States Indian Industrial- School has
proven a failure, the well 'drillers having completed their contract to 'sink
1,000 feet, exhausting the appropriais now used in millions of homes. Such
tion of $3,000.- Congress will bo asked
to make another appropriation.
it.
popular success speaks for itself. It is a
positive prool that U0 CrFEE3ias.tho
Announcement is made at the Navy
Department that there existed twenty-ninConfidence of fSie .people.
Vacancies in the grade of assisThe uniform quahty of LION
tant paymaster in the navy, the only
grade of pay corps to which appoint;
COFFEE survives all opposition.
ments are made from civil life. The
LION COFFEE keeps Its old írlends and
examination for candidates for this
uaj
maHCB uew uut
grade has been set for June 12th.
Receiving the marshal of the nobilUON COFFEE bas even moré
ity of Kostroma recently. Emperor
WcZ
ItsStrcnglli.FlavOcandQual-..than
Nicholas ordered .him to communicate
lly to commend it. On arrival from
the following message to .the nobles:
"My will regarding the convocatibn of
the plantation, it Is caretully roastlepresentatives of the people is uned at our factories and securely
swerving, and the minister of the intepacked in 1 lb. sealed packages,
efforts to its
rior is devoting all his
and not ooened again until needed
'
prompt
execution."
precludes
ior use In the home. This
Ion Perdicaris, who was held for
the possibility oi adulteration or contact with germs, dirt,
months by the Morrocan briseveral
absolute'
ol
purity
The
bands.
dust, insects or unclean
recently arrived in New
Rassuli,
gand
LION COFFEE Is thereiore guaranteed to the consumer.
York City, Mr. Perdicaris, who is a
on every packaga.
d
is now morfifthan
Sold only in 1 lb packages.
'
for valuable premiums.
seventy years old. He is' in - feeble
Save
to his old
health and intends to
SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
home: in Trenton, New 'Jersey,, and
WOOLSON SPICK COM Toledo, UMO,
there spend the rest of his day.
Advance sheets of the Red Book for.
1904 published at the State Department contain reports from the AmeriPopulation of the Country.
can legation at Athens showing that,
According to an estimate of the cen- as a result, of Secretary Hay's note to
sus office the population of the United the powers in behalf of the Roumanian
States at the present time is 82.518,-00Jews, their condition has greatly imThe census taken in 1900 showed proved, and no further
te population to be 70,303,287. The in- laws have been proposed in Roumania.
crease, according to the, estimate, is
The lieutenant governor of the Pun6.214,613, and doubling it.vwould make
of a public address
the increase for the decade, in tha jab, in the course
on behalf of the earthquake fund
middle of which we now stand, 12,429,-22deaths by
This would be 1,251,511 less than stated thai he hoped the
the earthquake had not exceeded
the increase between 1890 and 1900.
TKf HIGHEST AVYARD AT
15,000, but within the .affected area,
TEE 5T. LOUIS WORLD'S PAI2
700 square miles, with a population of
One
Try
Package.
WAS OIVfcN TO
colIf "Defiance Starch" does not pleans 250,000, nearly every building has
KdH'S WATERPROOF.
you, return It to your dealer. If It lapsed or been rendered uninhabitable.
D CLOTHlNfí
d
more for the
does you get
Because the American government
same money. It will give you satisrlSHl& POMMEL SLICKERS
to permit its diplomatic and
refused
to
not
faction,
iron.
will
stick
the
and
A. J. TOWER CO., ESTABLISHED
consular agents in Peru to issue cercelibacy to American citiTOWtR CANADIAN CO.. Imiut. TORONTO. CAN
A safe blower doesn't blow about it tificates of
V......... zens, required by Peruvian law as a
later.
condition precedent to marriage with a
afttf Peruvian, and because the London govwrmauently cured. Wo fits or nerroosnew
nTC
tlrst day'n use of Dr. Kline's Uretit Nuryo Heitol
Hid
trial bottle and trati
ernment took a similar position, the
Send for KllKK
pa. tt. a. KxUiK, tUL, m Arch Svreet, Fallodelpal,
Lima government has indefinitely susHe who tiles to do his best should pended the law. '
NNUAt -draw the line at doing: his beat friend.
King Victor Emmanuel received in
íour jobber, or direct from íctory, Peoria, 111.
private audience J. Pierpont Morgan,
who thanked the King warmly for the
Howard E. Burton, smlAftFtayer
grand cordon of Saints Maurice and
Cbuoiffit.
leaü.
told, Kllver, or
he wore. The King exThere's a time to remem- Lazarus whichpersonal
coppor.
silver. 75c; gold, 50c; .zinc
gratification at
and
ivolope
pressed his
folu. Cvanlde
tests. MrIIIiiK'
control
pfloe list sent on appllcailnn
: it is tea
Mr. Morgan in react
á
iull
of
generous
forget
time
to
ber,
the
Leadvllle,
Colo.
Folirlt.d.
.,r,,nlre
work
.A
turning to Aseóla the cope stolen from
Kefeience Carbonate National üauk.
, time; remember, your joys the cathedral there and sold to him
by an unknown person.
Wataon R Ooienan, Patent At.
m
I K tomey.WaAuuKtou.D.C.Advi.
DA
nd forgát, your sorrows.
I 11 I -- ' V free. Terms low HlgbeA rej.
An order has been issued by the War
Department appointing a board of
by
cloak
as
Religion
is
a
'worn
still
-- DENVER.
NO.
officers consisting of Major General
lot of f oshliuiH iiio people.
James F. Wade and Brigadier Generals
7
When Answering Advert. demerits
Frederick D. Grant, Frank D. BaldKindly Mention This Pater.
win,- Tasker H. Bliss and Albert L.
J OI'Mll Hvl 11, l,
Mills to meet' at the war college here
uift
ni r. i
ieat cuntIt
(n t! (.
t:' .i OrnriT f's.
May 29, 1905, to make selections for
BEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIED
detail to existing and anticipated vaCURES catarrh ci the stomach.
cancies in the general staff corps.
'
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the Back Aches and Bladder
Troubles Set In, Get at the Cause.
Don't make the mistake of believing
back ache aad bladder ills to be local
ailments. Get at the cause and cure
the kidneys. Use
Doan's Kidney
Pills, which have
cured thousands.
Captain S. D.
vu'fi Hunter,
of En- 'J gine No. 14, Pitts
burg, Pa., Fire
Department, and
residing at 2729
v Wylie avenue,
says:
"It was three years ago that I used
Doan's Kidney Pills for an attack of
kidney trouble that was mostly back
ache',' and they fixed me up fine. There
is no mistake about th'At, and if 1
bhould ever be troubled again I woula
get them first thing, as I know what
they are."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
cents. Foster-MilburWhen

Ahmpf! Khemal. the third brother of
the Sultan of Turkey, died April 25th.
Tha mn!n linildinfr nf the Vanderbilt
University at Nashville, Tcnessee, was
destroyed by fire Ajiril viü.
Th death of Josenh Jefferson Is the
occasion for the publication in London
newspapers of lengthy tributes to the

EARLIER

Report That President Roosevelt Will
Break Camp a Week Sooner
Than Was Planned.
Denver, April 28. A Republican special from Glenwood Springs last night
says: President Roosevelt will break
camp on May Sth, a week earlier than
he .had intended, and will start for
Washington at once. The only stops
he will make will be at Denver and Chicago, where the dates for his reception have been advanced to meet the
new arrangement.
Secretary Loeb came from the camp
He conferred with the
early
President all of yesterday. He announced upon reaching here that affairs in Washington made it neccSsary
lhat the President curtail his trip.
That there is nothing alarming in the
situation is manifest from the fact that
the hunt will be continued ten days
more in spite of conditions .in govern- He figured on the price of all meat.
mental affairs which resulted in the
And sighed, "My coin they lay for.
altered plans.
This steak, alas! is tough to eat
Disappointment reigns in several
And also tough to pay for."
t
Colorado cities and towns, and along
trip
return
the route of the President's
TORTURING HUMOUR.
to Washington, because of his determifor
nation to curtail bis hunt and start
Mass of Sores Treated by
home on May 8th. While all invita- Body a
Three Doctors but Grew Worse ,
tions extended to the President to stop
Cured by.Cuticura for 75c.
at various poists not on the schedule
have been rejected by Secretary Loeb,
"My little daughter was a mass ót
local organizations in these towns have
Her face
been hoping that some time would be ores all over her body.
given them.
was eaten away, and her ears looked
the change of as if they would drop off. I called in
The announcement-othe plans, which was made by Mr, three doctors, but she grew worse.
carries with it the decis- Neighbors advised Cuticura, and beLoeb
ion not to make any stops except at
I had used half of the cake of
Denver and Chicago. The party will fore
soap
and box of ointment the sores
4
a.
ni.
Springs
about
Glenwood
leave
healed, and my' little one's
all
had
same
the
reaching
May
Sth,
Denver
on
evening. After the banquet there the skin was 83 clear as a
party will spend the night on the train, babe's. I would not be without Cutiwhich will leave Denver over the Un- cura again if it cost five dollars, inCents, which i3
ion Pacific about 7 a. m.. May 9th.
stead of seventy-fivThere are few important places to all it cost us to cure our baby. Mrs.
be passed through on that rond until O. J. Steese, 701 Coburn St., Akron,'
Omaha is reached. Night will have Ohio."
fallen by that time, according to the
schedule., and the trip across Iowa will
Spider.
The
be made in darkness and no stops will
The arrival in London of a specimen
be made except those that are absospider calls renewed
lutely necessary.
of the
There is much speculation here as attention to a little known insect that is
to the President's reasons for advanc- more powerful than the famous taran
ing the time of his departure from Col- tula. It is the largest spider Known,
orado. Secretary Loeb announces that and in its tropical South American
there is no pressing business that re- home it spins very formidable web3 for
quires the President's attention, but catching humming birds and finches inthere are several things coming up stead of flies. When the enormously
about the miiMle of the month in strong threads are spun across
roads they often strike the
which he is greatly interested. What
these are the secretary would not say. faces of travelers with great violence.
It was said, a!so, that there is nothing The body of the spider is often three
in the Venezuelan or Dominican situa- inches long and as large as a hen's egg
tions that cannot be attended to by and its horrible aspect is increased by
Secretary Taft.
the long, hairy legs.
Hunters who. are with the President
believe he has enough game to satisfy
him and wi'l nave 1110I'e t,lan eno"h
when camp is broken on May 7th. They
Which do you spend most
are sure of getting more bears and any
where they are,
number of
money on, tea or coffee?
and after thlo week they expect to
move to another good hunting country
Voitr grocer return your money U you tloil Ule
Schilling' lct
about eleven miles from Glenwood
Springs.
e
men never boast of their
The President has taken a j;een de- ancestors.
suc;
so
has
been
and
outing
light in his
f
cessful that he will not be greatly disYou
Buy Starch
When
appointed in having to shorten it. He bu 5eflance and get the best, 16 oz.
will have Secretary Loeb with him a Icr 1 cents. Once used, always used.
few days next week ami perhaps for
a day in the present camp before the
Virtue Is its own reward, and even
West Divide Creek country is left be- then it requires constant practice.

I 3
Mm

to-da-

Extent of
Among the new industries that hav
been developed by the exigencies ol
modern life, none is more surprising
that that of supplying human nkia.
Experiments in grafting to cover extensive injuries have been so successful that there is considerable demand
for live Klein, and the London hospitals
has long lists of men and women not
all of the very poor class who ara
ready to. sell their flesh when it ix
wonted.
Skln-Graftin-

CURE YOUR KIDNEYS.

OUTING IS SHORTENED

CONDENSED TELEGRAMS

TO

n

"

new-bor-

a

e

Ttierf In mo Catarrh In till w.tlor. of the revntf
than Hll oilier urease put tKitT. and un'.H the la
For a (ireal
few yearn wan uppinie(l lo be lnruraltie.
anil
Iliany year dortur pronounced ll a loca!

utMni
preacr'lhfrd local rometilH, aud by
tt lnc.u rfttl.
to cure w!lh local treatment,
Science bas proveo Curan ü to lie a cmuttUutloDal dte
and l liereforo requires constitutional treatrneDt
eae
ilrtll'a Catarrh Cure, manurtu-- tired lv K. J Clitíney
;o., Toledo, (Hilo, Is the only eor.Mltuttonul cure oo
the market. It la taken Internally In iliwm from
drupa 10 a teaspoonf ul. It ac( directly on tlte blood
of lite system. They offer (met
and ntucoba tuirfai-phundred doliara for any cue It fulii ut cure. Seuú-fo- r
clrcudara ana testimonial.
OWUr
Addi-e. J. CHKNfcl 4 CO., Toledo.
Bold by PniL'Klata. Toe.
Take Hall' r'auilly rillafor constipation.

Many a mn has ac'iuim! a reputation for wisdom by always uaylug!
'That's so."

The Best Results In Stardhlng
can be obtained only by using De
fiance Starch, besides Retting 4 oz.
more for same money no cooking re
quired.
There would be something akin to a
Pilnlc on the market if there was no
way to mitke mupio sugar except fron
maple sap.
Mrs. 'Wlniilnw'n Poothlne; Bymp.
Fnrrlilldren teething, aoftena tlie K'tma, reduce to
patn, cures wlndcoltu.

aaiAuiKtioa.allaya

UocaooltieJ

lot of men go broke just before the
day breaks.
A

put up 16 ounces
d
cents.
more starch for the same money.
Defiance Starch

In

a package,

3

10

One-thir-

"How can wé 'tret pure milk?" auk
JUulletiu.
tímush th
the
pump.

TEA

;

i er. is tea

sometimes and
houses;
at 'other
at some
times and at other houses,
what do you think it is?

,

lC

In every pack.ie of Schilling's Beat Teat it a
How lo Vl:e (ood Tea.

av

Bird-Eatin-

bird-eatin-

A woman can never feel sure her
husband known how to rim the it.furniicer
iinleHH she hears Jiim swetr at

d

bob-cat-

s

.

UNION

Q

hind.
I am sure PisoVCure for Consumption saved
The guides have taken a great fancy iry life three years ago. Mas. Tuos. Koubins,
to the secretary and have promised IJaple Street, Norwich. N. Y., Feb. 17, líiüü.
him a bear if he will come out aud stay
a few days.
Advice that coincides with your own
is easily swallowed.
'

FOR AGED PROFESSORS.

TEA

Carnegie's Ten Million Dollar Gift to
Superannuated Teachers.
New York, April 28. A gift of.
by Andrew Carnegie to provide annuities for college professors
who are not able to continue in active
service was announced yesterday by
Frank A. Vanderlip, vice president of
the National City bank of New York.
Professors in the United States.,
Canada and Newfoundland will share
tn the distribution of the income of
the fund. United State's Steel Corporation five per cent, first mortgage
bonds for $10,000,000 have been transferred to a board of trustees, and steps
will be taken at once to organize a
corporation to receive the donation.
Dr. Prltchett, president of the.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Mr. Vanderlip have been selected by
Mr! Carnegie to obtain data on the
subject to be presented at the first
meeting of the board of trustees,
which will take place on November
15th.

The trustees include the following;
President David S." Jordan, Leland
Stanford. Jr., University; President A.
Hadley,- Yale University,' New
T.
Haven, Conn.: President Charles William Elliott, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.; President William R.
Harper, University of Chicago. Chicago, 111.; President Nicholas Murray
University, New
Butler, Columbia
York; President Jacob G. Schurman.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.;
President Woodrow Wilson, Princeton
University, Princeton, N. J., and many
other college presidents.
No Serious Emergency.
Washington, April
Taft, when made aware of the Prcsl-.lent'- s
plan to leave Colorado May Sth,
showed no surprise, for.it was known
to him before the President loft Washington that he was very doubtful of
his ability to carry out his wish to remain in the hunting country until the
middle of May. The President told
Secretary Taft that he feared he could
May 8Ul- and
not remain longer
an
that .é consequently had formed bealternative program, based on that
lief. There is no pressing emergency
retary

l;n

-

here requiring the immediate presence
of the President. All of the facts relative to the Venezuelan situation have
been disclosed to the public, and in
the opinion of the officials here they
do not justify any apprehension of a
rupture in the immediate future.

Write for our Knowledge Book. A Schialnl
Coaapany, San Franrieco.
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DOTOLA MAKtB AND SEI.t.8
W
tS.fiO fc'HOF.3 THAN AN?
MOS
OTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE WOK1.D. fb
REWARD w aayeae no as

10,000
disprove llill

euutmcnt.

W. T,. TlouRlns Sul.fiO kJiook nre the
acjl'rs in the world he
muse of their rexcellenr al pin, e.iry tilnearinic nalltli.
ling and
that t
They a re lust ;m ood na ( li se only
front iMtlO t
HB
7.l.
ix the lirice. W. I.. Ittinuliis
W.'I.RO ahiles cost more to malte, liold
"
their nlmi lietlev, tteMr lunicer,
are of treater value than tiny other
VV . I..
WH.fiO filíoe on the market
r
ltimglas enarantie their value
price on the
taiiiintr liis name sml
Look tor It, labe
bottom if each hhno.
W.
iMmKliln
I..
no aultatitllte.
allocs are sold throtmh Ms own reliiU
.i..,..,. l.i tltM
dtie. and
ahoe dealers evi rj here. Sn matter
where you live, W. I.. JDotltftas ahoea

:'lr

are witlitu your reach.

"Thm Best I

Woro."

tvnrn- tiour J. iff
"I write to fV tli'itf htwa ""!
Ami tli'm
tlum jar the p.ist fir'
run V. JRiph.. i
teoi
bnt
ol Jeirrsva Ut., lutitsville, hy.
Bo IwearW.L: l)ou!rlasi2 SO and $2 60
shoes because they (it botler, hold theic
shape and wear longer than other makes ,
W. I.. novata"'" Corona Colttlm in his
SH.bO tlwr.
Vitronit O il n nurnted to
tie the fine$' patent leather produced
will not wear brassy.
Eyelets
Fast Color
W. I,. noticia linnt'he tunrea "hoe mull outer
No trrmhle to set a lit
world.
basilicas hi the
by mall, lis cents Jitra nrnpnya delivery
vrxte ,or
If von desire farther information,
,
Illustrated Catvlugut of Hpnao styles.
Brockton Mas.
W L. DOUGLAS,
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Good tea and tea are quite
different; both grow on the
same bush.
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Self-mad-

,

MAD!

The bast way to be popular Is not to
jannressf ul.
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BUSYBODIES VS. TRUTH.
Here Tire The Facts Jude For Yourself.
Eusybodies who see in success only falsity, who, without making an effort tt
Inform themselves, blatantly cry offense against honesty and truth seem to forget
a
noiiralcoholic family remedies is a slur
that a slur against Dr. Pierce's
g
American women who
against the intelligence of thousands of
It
know they have been helped and cured by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
'Is not a "patent medicine "in the true meaning of the word it is simply the
favorite remedy which Dr. Pierce used in an extended practice for' the treatment
of the diseases of women.
A name for honesty and stjuare dealing is better
Truth and Influence. than great riches. Fraud is a bubble that soon
bursts. Dr. R. V. Pierce has always been known to
speak the truth his famous medicines are founded on the rock of public approval
and have thousands of truthful testimonials as to their ability to cure diseases',
.i
t
for which they are recommended.
lor.t
a prospective customer through
No man ever
True Speaking.
telling the truth. In the long run Dr. Pierce believes
the truth will prevail and he is therefore not afraid tomake public his formula.
well-know-

clear-thiukin-

-

The ingredients of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptior)'
is here given to the public. He vindicates the excellSecrets.
ence and harmless character of his "Prescription"'
by letting the sick and ailing wometft know just Vhat
they are takiug when they use this reliable tonic 'and nervine for the diseases''
and illnesses peculiarly feminine. These ingredients are combined in just:
the right proportion to make an efficient remedy without die usé of a particle
.I :
'.
of alcohol.
Dr, Pierce's Favorite Prescription combines a non- alcoholic extract from the following tnifilicinal plants
scientifically prepared by experienced chemists at the laboratory of the World's
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. V. :

Valuable Trade

Non-Alcohol- ic.

.

LADY'S SLIPPER Cypriptdium Pubescens).
EIACK COHOSH Cimidfuga Racemos
UNICORN ROOT Chanuzlirium Luleittn).
BLU1Í COHOSH CaulophyUum.ThaUclroida
GOLDEN EEA.L

(vii'S

Canacn.H-- .

Jjjr

UmEVISTA
;(Uonw;tead entry No.

"Por Dinero Al Contado"

TOS

CE

Slz)

(Homestead entry No, 5519.)

Queremos mucha venta, aun cjne T'vtrajg&,iVK ias sean pequeñas.
ftL,GCHDAIX
H. M'CK Y MAS GRAM E CkT.),jO I jF.
COMPRAMOS EN CAMTIDADkS CHANDES Descontando to
ctuka.s y por tal laon vendemos mas Laralo que nu
PAS NU I ras
estros competidores.

TíOS

April 3. 905.
J'otce is iieicby i,vcii tfaat íhe
íollowijig-iüyae- d
settler Jus íiled
notice of his ijntentiou o make final
El inmenso aumero de Marchantes que diariamente íjos visi?,0 en proof in
suppt ol his claim, ad
uetrxí.e&tablecmiti)to,e8 ainaigtruciLatje los precios módicos, y d twen
that said proof jvill be ruade befofc
Jarato que reciben
Probate Cleek of Tao County, at
y
famosos
dk
Taos N. M., on May 15, 9 5, viz:

Rentes

carros carruajes de
Studebaker Bvoh Go,
los

Ramon Sanchez.

ANTONIO A. RÍVERA.' f'r the
S
of W W and N ft of S
W I of Sec. 2í, T. 24 N., R. i6tK.
llfi names the (blowing viüies-ses

Peñasco, New Méx.

a oran

(Homestead diltry No.

BliCATÍON. JÍOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Depantiuent of Uie interior,
Depar.tnienl ufthe Iníeior,
Land Office aá Saata Fe, Jtf. M
Jnd .OCfice at Saata pe, U. M.

to prove h's coatinuos re.ddeuce
upon iind fultivatioiii of said land,
viz:

fiifflcinnB 51'

SenobioSalazar,,of IiJack Lake, n.m
Felipe Arguello, of
jfose Ig. Martinez, of''
"
Jose Ma. Mares, of
Manuel R. Otero,
Register.
(Homestead entry No. 5615

Sucesores da Alex Gusdorf
Taos New Mexico
jL&eAo&xx & oamtoiarso al nuevo
local, recién construido al

)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Santa Pe, N.M
April 3, 1905.
I--

nd

Department

the Interior,
Laod OiSiee at
ula F, N. M,
N. M.
Sania
April 25, 19t5.
Apiil 4.. 1905.
i
ni4iy givm tül tV
Noliccís lierdby gien that the
following-nnnimlt r has fi nd
followig-Jiaiike- d
settler has filed
Lia intention
of
to innke fiiiai
Jioticc f jiis inteatioii Co make final
pr.K-'In snpport of bin Ihíhi, and tbf.
proof in support of his laim, aivd hid proof will
tie mt.de before the
that said proof sw'11 be made before registeror receiver h Sain
H: Prooate Clerk of Taos County, at on June 14,
viz.: AbFJiKDO
Taos, New Mexico, m Miy 15 OAltDKNAS.for the N N ft , N K

L.i.d Oflk

WNt)IlüKbTK-DK;t-

PLAZA.

Primavera 1905.

l

ff

.

following-name-

E.

NWp
i

I

dar lugar a las rancha mercanejas que están recibmndo.
de Invierno ab:p del costo y flote.
GÜAÍÍ BARATILLO EN T0ÜA3 LAS MERCANCIAS,
TODOS LOS DIAS.
FRESCOS,
INCOMESTIBLES

Manuel R. Otero,
Homestead Entry No 5593
Register.
NOTICIi FOR PUHUCACION
Dcpartament of the interior
fur Uruckannots, ftptkm.
M
Office
Fc:
Land
Santa
at
WthrOrHgUlli;fl.
Se compra a puro dinero toda clase de efoctos del paia.
April 4
ineTopcacoHaDi:
i mj
anáNauntlhsnla.
Notice Is hereby given that the fo
THE KEELEY
llowing named settler has filed 110
INSTITUTE,
fina
ticed of his intention to make
proof in support of his cliinij an
(Homestead Entry No. 5659)
that said proof yill be made before
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
the Proyate Clerk of Taos County
Department,
of the Interior,
at Taos, New Mexico on May lC
Office at .Santa F , N. M
Land
190s viz; ELISEO SANTISTE
falla del pueblo.
April 28, 1905
VAN
for the SW J SK Sec. 2
de
de
y
toda
Tsos
fresco
de
completo
un
clase
surtido
Ofrece al público
Notjce is hereby given that fol
Sec. 27; T 24
roes, como de res, carnero, mar rujo, chorizo, pollo y gallina de la tierra Xtf NKJ
lowing named settler has filed
y
E.
17
Buen
compra.
limpieza.
M..Jt
trato
eon
sus
Vayan a protejerla,
of hisjntentioii to make final
He nenies the fallowing witness
in support of his claim, anc
proof
TAOS, .N. M
SANTISTEVAN & Al) MS N cs to prove his continuous residence
that said proof wil be made beforr
upon and cultivation of said land,
the Probate Clerk at Taos, N. M
EL REMEDIO DÍÍ CIlA.tiBKK.
viz:
PINA-MIT- A.
POB
LA
SALVADO
on June 12, 19 5 viz: JUAN DF
L&ÍH PASÁ ifk Wé m EL
Pe Y. Santistevan ,of Aurora, UtM
MEJOR.
CORDOVA for the S E ,
Vidro A. TrujJUo ,"f Aurora N. M. JESUS
T, 24 N., R. 17 ESrc.
27,
''Yo h estado usando el Remedio
Agnnas veces una ciudad inctm Jesus Ma Santistevan, ,of Aurora
He
the following witnes
names
de Cfaamberlaif par Ja Jw, y tmo diada go salva diwifitmido p es A. Av. Rivera,, of Blak Lke,N. M
ses
to prove his continuous residenj
decir que es el mejor remedio para !a pacio á fin do
Alanuel R. Otero
que el fuego no ee
and cultivation of said land,
upon
ce
toa que Jamas he (tomado," .dce Geo.
Register.
pneda extender. Algunas veces
viz:
de
comereisutM
Brb.n,
(Jjnbfy
f.
ios 69 jtega por lauto tiempo, que
(Homestead entry No, 5672.)
PitxiUano Cierra, of Arroyo Seco,
Mich.. No hay disputa de que e el
)a
dia-íuitó
á
llega
creer uno que sólo
resfrío en
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
mejor, pue cura una to
N.M.
la pueda pnrar, 'A, 'JF. Gray,
rugaos tiempo que ningún otro
Antonio B. Tri'j'Uo. of " " jtf. M
Department of the Interior,
debeiía mantener-s- e de LalJiouii, lúa., escribe; f,Mi es
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Juan C. Lucero, of Aurora, N, M.
en la casa listo par uro instantá posa tenía una tos muy agrabada,
Abran Trujillo, of Taos, N, M.
April 3, 1905.
nea, porque un resfrio se puede curar la cual no la dejab,i dormir do nú.
Manuel R. Otro,
Notice Is hereby given that the
ep ffiucbf) &éuoa UBpo;jínfedo si che. Dos médicos no la pudieron follovhiij-name- d
Register.
ettler has filed
trata pronto.
aliviar; as es que tymó el Jí uevo notice of his intention to make final
HKRBINE.
De venta por todo loa boticarios.
Descubrinjientodel J)r. King para proof in support of his claim, and
Bensera la Indigestion J dispepsia;
el iisis, que alivió su tos, le vol that said proof will be made before regulnrs los
intetmos, y curara las
UPA Hvwm'rnMcioxMx,
sueno y finalmente la curó Probate Cierk f Taos Cpunty, at enfermedades del higwlo y ririones,
vióel
El envenenamiento de la sangre se
del todo.:' Es una cura eptrieta-- r Tw, Ney Mexico, on May ij,
el uiejdr enrrujneseilor de la san
arrastra hacia el comsróii, causancieutfficajnente
CORNELIO
gre
1905,
monte
viz;
ínvigorador, en el mundo, E
VIGIL.
los
para
K.
Stearns, de
do ssí la muerte. J.
E
yt
puramente
of
f.rthe
N
E
Sec.
vegetal, perfectamente in
11,
la
y
bronquitis
i
liripj.
Belte Píame. Minn., escribe diciendo
N
ai
N
y
Ud. sufre de esos males,
of
R,
"4
VV'iSec.
las
I2. T24N.
1" íüdíis
boticas por 3oc. y
W- qu (ta amigo se lastimó 4 U
lo
usted
si es sabio.
usara
16
E.
ñera atroa una mano, la que se iiiehójSl.üÜ. üarautizado. üotella de
N;
R.
Andrewa,
Editor y manejtu
HenameJthe
following
witnes
como encaso de envenenamiento d muestra gratis.
del
dor,
and
Roekledge News,
Ccoa
ses
to
prove his continuous residen
sangre. La rjalt'ia de Arnica cm Buu:
le Oocoa, Fia. esonve:
Yo be usado
heri-Jssnó
ce upon and cultivation of said land,
la
Jtlen, extrajo el veneno,
su Iierbino en mi familia, y la hallo
BU.-.NUNA
SUGESTION.
viz:
salvó la vida. El mejor del
1

enoVJfl loa

n de

April 4, 190$.
Notice is hereby, given that the
following-namsíttler has filed
notice of his intention to make fi
nal proof in support of his cLairn.
and that said proof ill be made
before the Probate Qet k of Tao.
County at Taos, New Mexico, on
May 16, I905, viz: Jesus Ma. San
N E
tistevan for the SW
N
S
E y,
SE JÍ.SEtf
Sec. 22, T. 24 N., R. 17 E.
He name toe following witnes
ses to prove his continuous residen
ce upon and cultivation of said land.
ed

viz;

Pedro V, Santistevan, ofAurora, n.m
Pedro A. Trujillo, of
". N. M
" N. M
Elíseo Santistevan, of
A. Av. Rivera, of Black Lake, N. M
Manuel R. Otero,

Registr.

efecto

i'5

ssgggg

m

no-lic- e

.

-

a

H

-

1

e

quemada y úlceras.
Í5e, en todsa las Ictica.

Juan N. Casias, of Black Lake, y m
Mr. C, í. Waingwri-li- t,
de
"
"
Cordova, of "
City, Fia., lia escrito á los fa. Julian
" "
cderico Martinez, of"
bricantes que ee obtienen mejores
"
Av. Rivera, of
"
"
resultados del uso del remedio de i.
R.
Manuel
Otero,
Chamberlain para el Cólico, Cóle
Register.
ra y Diarrea en los casos de dolor
de estómago, cólico y colera morbus tomándolo en agua tan calicq.
Surety Company,
ífl
I),
te como se pueda beber. Que
U
Yort
se toma de éste modo el efec
Ponds of all kinds furniStill (Uiinu; business at Ihe sumo' t0
doble en prontitud.
I'are- shed at reasonable rates.
old stand"
va
lu- que
al
instantáneamente
Jce
For particulars call on
Prices low as ever.
gar necesario," dice.
Attorney. , J. B. LUSK.
pe ven ta por todos Jos Boticarios.
TaosN M.
1
Taos, New Mex.
r

wm.

DENTIST.

cu-uu-

do

M

que es una muy execelente medicina
Sus efectos en mt ban sido un benefi
cio marcado.

KXPOftóiiáK.
A fiios soplos de aire, a agudos y
cortantes vientos, a repentinos cam
bios de la temperatura, escasa ropa.
exposición innecesaria de la gargnnta
y cuelio despgesde hablar al publico
y cantar trai toa y resfrio.
La miel horeh und de Oallard es la
mejor tura. i,a Sr. a Ban, de Houston Tex., escribe: Enero 3ll902,
'Una botella de la miel Ilorehound
de Unllard me curo de una mnla toj.
Es muy (radíble para
De ve vecta por A O iiuller.

'

...

Taos Valley Club
Se ballau ios mejores Whiskies dead

52,00 HASTA $5,00
el,

r litre

Carnicería Nueva

D3

ok the Interior,
Latfd Office at Santa Fe, N. M

April. 3d., 1905.
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i

i
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,c.

ik

Aprit 4, 05.
Notice is hereby given that Üie
f.lowng-nam- ed
settler lias fi'ed
nAtce of ibis intenv"jtp to make
proof In support of his claim,
and tíjatsaid proof will be made be
fore Ue Probate Clerk of Taos County, at Taos, Ktw Mexico, on May
J 5, 1905. viz: CATA Rl NO PE19..S.VÚC: FELIPE ARGUELLO,
RRA, for the S VV
Sec. 9, T. for the S
of N E and N
R.
E.
N
Sec.
,
ofSE
í8, T. 24 N,, R. 16
17
24
He names the following witnes- E.
He name tlve followiog witnes
ses to prove his continuos residen
land,
ce xipon and cultivation of said
ses to prove his continuous residen
viz:
ce upon and cultivation of said land,
A. Av.. Rivera, of Black Lake, N. M.. viz:
"
Benobio Salazar.of Black, Lake, N m
Juan C. Lueero, of Aurora,
"
"
Wallace West, oí Aurora.
A. A. Rivera, of
"
L.
W.
of
Lynch,
Felpe Arguello, of Black lake,
Guillermo Martinez, of" "
Manuel R. Orero.
.
Manuel &. Otero,
Register.
Register.
(Homestead entry N. 5C87)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead entry No. 5592.)
Department of the Interior,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M
Department

Notice is hereby pvm tlrat the
d
settler has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
the Probate Clerk of Taos County,
at Taos, New Mexico, on May 15.
1905, viz: Piaj'dez il. de Fiesquez
1905 viz: SENOUIO SALAZAR
widow of Nestor Fresquez, frr thr
for the
W
S
Etf of S E
S E
Sec. 20, N E
,
Acatan de jeeibir ejl pjaa grande unido (a jeitos &9 4rimaver que ji W
N
T.
,
li 16 E.
24
17.
V
N E
Sec.
ms Be bn violo en Too.
9,
names the following withes
V
2jB.
VV
Sec,
S
f
aa.l
NUVKDADg
A
S
confecciones
y
ropas
Laj mejores
líLTIM
ses to prove his continuous residen
E.
Sec
21.T. 25N..R. 15
DEPUIJ de que vewlea mas barato que ningún otro comerciante en ce upon and culfiv.itoii of&aid land i
He names the following wittnes
Taos dad cfsajioa para pod.ef anear lo íiguiente:
viz;
Una maquina de coser A. Av. Rivera, of ftlack Ijjke, w. m ses to prove' his continoos residen
jUo carruaje de tiys asiento de valor L'. ty.
ce upon and cultivation of said laud,
Una mufieea fina de las mas grandes J Felipe
Joodrileh. Un rilje Winheiw.
Arguello, 4 "
viz;
.premios
doa
mu.
J.de J, Trtijillo. of "
de
ES
nierisanciss
de
Estevan Des Georges, of Taos, N. M
WAGON
8Kl
reclbwudo
ta
están
Cresencio Vigil, of
ca
pata
"
varano.
y
te
Trn.t
primavera
en
Jipatos
Antonio Barcia, of
temporada: que consiste
R. Otero,
Manuel
ca
ferretería,
porcelana,
Logeria,
"
"
espechlmente,
confiieciouadoa
Florencio pacheco, of
Mienta
Register,
el
etc.,
"
rro, carruajes
Trinididád Mondragon, of "
hereby given tlrat the
following-nao- V
settler Ivas filed no
tice oí his intention to make fina
pioof in support of his claim, am
that said proof will be made befoie
the Probate Clerk of Taos County
at Taos, Ney Mexico, 00 May 15
Notice

(lb tinteiul uil. v
LClí'i.y
ÜO'fWñ FOR PUBLICATION.
"f th: Interior,

5(317 )

NOTICE FOíl PUBLI'OON.

riCK FOR

Galon.

l.5o;
a
" Importados 4,00

VINOS

--

EI Galon.

GRRVKZA SLÍTZ

A

25 CTS LA BOTELL--

znsíüsií
QÜIltK HAIMT,
Sís

iz:

Si te:

.
s-

-

N)í-;e-

e

ú7-lic-

f

N W , bota
N, U 17K.

1

& 2 Seo.

19, T. 24

names the foiliiwrng

witnesses

to prove his omtlnuous residence
iiXn and cultivation of sniJ land,
viz:
Samuel Martinez, of Blaik Lít-- , N M
'
Nleo'iH
An y,
"
Tobias Martinez, "
"
" ' "
" Tos
Marcial Lopez,
Mannei H. Otero,

Roister,
(Hoibiwtead Kntr mi 5ttl4)
NOTIOK
PUBLICATION.
Department of l he Interior,
Land Office at Simta Fe, N. M,
April 25, 11)05.
Notice Is hereby piven
the following-named
filed
settier has
notice
of his inteuto to make final proof
in support of his lilaim, awillut said
proof will be made ik.fore the register
or receiver at Banta Fe, tt M., on
IiineH, liMim: SAMUKb
for the Lota 3 & 4, B
8 W
Sec. 18. T. 24 N.,
,SW 8
H. 17 E,
He names the following witnesses
U) prove his
continuons
resldenoa
pon and cultivation of said land,
'
viz:
Nieolaa Anaj'a, of B'ack Iake, N. 81,
l?refo ITsnlenafl, tt "
'
KellU-rtJííontet, " "
"
Placido Jeantet,
Taoa,
Manuel R Otero,"

tht

MAR-TINK-

8,

,

llegister,
(Home-HeaEntry no. 5654)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 25, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that Ihe fo.
llowlnsi-nra- ed
settler ha filled notiee
)t his intention to nmke final pnxf i.
in support of bis claim, and that an id
iroof will be made before the re?iater
or receiver at Santa Fe, If, M., oq

June 14, 1905 via; Nicolj1
tot tLe 8 " N E , S s N W ,
r. 24 N., It. lfi E.

ata,

A

Sec. 24,
;

He names the followintj witnesses
to urova his continuous
resilience
'ipoa and .cultivation of said laud,
viz:

Jit.

Ssmuel Martinez, of Black Lake, N M
Fil:lHjrt?jJaDt;t, "
RANCHOS DK TAOS N, M.
u
Alfredo Owrdenaa, i
h
CoMCttCíANTE Kn Todos
Uamh.
m
m
Jesus Ma. Corte,
In efectos secos y abarrotes de lujo )
Mauuel R. Otwo,
le uso contente.
Begiater. '
Ropas, Trujes, Zapatos, Ferreterln
Qulnuayerta ete, ete, todo a precios bi
(Homoatflnd Entry r. Wi?,)
NOTICE FOR PUBÍ.It!AftON.
tutos, y que no neceaitau ir en Tno
Department of the InUnor,
cantina en coneccion. To
da clase de W'iskys, licores y viuo
Land Offlee at Kanta Fe, N. M.
importados, los mas aHejoa.
April I.S. lih 5.
Compra productos del pais.
Notice i hereby given that the
settler has filed notice
RANCH08 DE TAOS N. MKX
oí nts intention to uiHke final i.n,f.
in support of Ida olan
and
said
Nm'ICIÍ FOR fUBIJOATIOX.
proof
will be made before l), S. Court
Pupsrtmviil of Ine Interior,
Land Offlue t SüiitH Fe, K. M. Commissioner at Spiinger, N. M
on
iaoa viif Joss Dominoo Ro
Mar 8, 1905. May
Notice Is hereby glvf n tht tlic fullowlntf- - mero, for the 8 Y S Y , gee. 13.

Is

lht

Mjmed iuttlc bol flit'J nolluo of lili lntontlnn
tu make Onnl pruof In support of til olulm
(n'uwf will bo made btifure V. S.
and tlint

ild

Court Coininieslunor at W(toli Mound, N. M,
on Juue20. VW rlz; JOSRFA PACHECO for
the N E i Seo. W, T S4 N. R. It K.
He fiHmei tbe follíiH ln wltneio to prore
bis continuous residonce upon aod cultivalion of anld land, viz:
-

limito

Maros,

Lou!sW. lynvtt,
Frwl 0. Lynch.

Jose

of

-

Black

take,

N. U

"

T. SuhcUe
Ooute
"
MANUEL R. OTERO,
RdirUtor.

"

PORQUE PADLCER DE. RE
MAS?
Porque padecer le reurqas cuando

R,

8
3
Sec, 14,
Sec. 23, N W 4 N W 4,
N, Iv. lb E.

NE
Sec

E4,

N

24, T. 24

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz:

'

Leandro Whealton, of Halls Peak,

Jose Bqmero, of
Lucas Mondragon, of
Albino Romero, of

N M

,

"

"

"
Manuel R. Otero,
Register,

TERRiBE CARRERA

"

o
,

CON LA

MUERTE.

"La muerte se aproximaba eon ra- una sola aplicación del Balsamo de
puiéi" escribe Ralph F. Fernandez de
Chamberlain para el dolor relevara la
Tainpa, Florida, degeriblondo su terdolencia? El pronto alivio que da este
remedio bce poai ble el suefio y el
descanso, y eso solo vale muchas ve
ces su costo, rtiuciips que lo Han
usado con la erperanza de obtener un
rueño alivio de sus sufrimientos han
tenido la falta sorpresa de salier que
después de tin tiempo el alivio ha si
do permanente. Mrs. V. II. liCgget,
de Yuma, Teuuessee, B. U. A", esen.
be: Yo afro mueho de reumas, des
de la cabeza baaU loa pies, y el Bálsamo de Chamberlain para el dolor es
que me alivia el dolor.",
la única co
en
J3 vauU todas las boiiuus.

rible lucha con la muerte, "Como

re- -.

soltado de una enfermedad del hígado
y del corazón que rae había arrebata- el sueño y aún el interés á la vida.
Habí probado diferentes médicos y
distlnUntos medicamentos, pero no r
cibí beneOeio alguno, hasta que eo,.
meneó á usar' los Amargos Eléctricos.
lué tan maravilloso su efecto, que en
tres días de sentí como un hombre
nnevo.j hoy mo encuentro curado da
todrta.ínis males.
Oa'rant izados en todas l.:a boticas;
precio, 50c

